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Preface
This report is the deliverable of the ECN contribution to Acfivlty 2.3 ’Experience from
MARKAL and MESSAGE’ of the TEEM project. The ECN contribution to this project
bas heen carried out on behalf of the European Union (in the framework of the Non
Nuclear Energy Programme JOULE III), contract JOS3-CT97 0013, and the Dutch
Ministery of Eco~omie Affairs (ECN project number 77126).

Abstract
This document describes the ECN contribution to Activity 2.3 ’Experience from
MARKAL and MESSAGE’ of the TEEM project anti reports on the experience gained
with including endogenous technology learning in the energy optimisation model
MARKAL. The objective of the TEEM project is to provide new insights for the
European Union (EU) energy Research and Technology Development (RTD) strategy,
focusing on policy or marker induced progress of energy technologies. Activity 2.3
provides methodological recommendations, numerícal msults and sensitivity analyses for
use in other activities of the TEEM project, based on experience with the MARKAL
model with endogenous learning.
This report first describes the formulation of learning curves in MARKAL, the basic
implementation ofwhich was done by the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). Some conceptual
issues for characterising energy technologies development and introduci~~g technology
leaming in an energy system model are discussed and used to select technologies wRh
leaming from the MARKAL-Europe database. For these selected technologies leaming
parameters are estimated and introduced in several model cases to test the new
endogenous technology learning feature of MARKAL.
The main finding is that a fidl-scale MARKAL model with learning is able to generate
globally optimal solutions efficiently. For an optima! use of the benefits of including
technology learning, some model database improvements are recommended, such as reevaluation of the reference energy system and a well-targeted use of bounds and growth
parameters. Sensitivity cases show the large impact of assumed learning parameters on
model outcomes. Furthermore, model cases are analysed simulating the impact of R,
D&D acfivities and the introduction of a CO2 taxon technology learning and thus on the
market penetïation of technologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Technology dynamics and energy system modelling
Our understanding of the dynamics of technology in the Iong-term is limited. How will
the carrent technologies have evolved? What energy technolog~es will become available
in the next decades from now? It may well be that technologies may have emerged which
have currently hOt or hardly been envisaged. Technology forecasting is increasingly receiving attention. Some relationshíps between technology driving factors, conditions re-.
quired for technology development and innovation are under investigation. The notion
that technologies that seem at first toost promising for technical reasons are not al~vays
the ones adopted by the marker is getting through. Lock-in and lock-out effects are also
considered important factors. The dynamic development of relation networks between
research institutes, industries, ftmding agencies etc. is also considered relevant. However,
a grand theory to give robust forecasts of technology development is hot available.
Most energy scenarios analysed with energy system models and with a relatively short
time horizon assume some technology dynamics (learning). However, the trend is assttmed to be exogenous to the energy system analysis model. This applies to technology
cost indicators like the specific investment cost and to performance indicators e.g. the
efficiency of energy tec~lologies. One of the purposes of the TEEM project (TEEM,
1997) is to investigate formulations that treat the technological learning endogenously in
energy models. Recent exper’tments with global energy system models GENIE (Mattsson,
1997, 1998) and MESSAGE (Messner, 1997) have shown that such formulations are feasible and lead to insights hot direefly obtainaòle from the conventional models. The two
models mentioned above restrict the learning mechanism to the specific investment cost
and adopt a learning or experience curve approach: the specific investment eost decreases as a function of cumulative capacity (learning-by-doing mechanism). Performance indicators remain exogenous to the energy system model.
TEEM project
The objeetive ofthe TEEM project is to research and develop model-based analysis emphasising on endogenous technology evohrtion dynmaaics. The aim is to provide new insights for the European Union (EU) energy Research and Technology Development
(RTD) strategy focusing on policy or marker indnced progress of energy technologies.
The project explores the strategie issues in the perspective of climate ehange, by eonsidering that energy technology dynamics can be influenced by the policies to put in place.
To meer these objectives, the TEEM projects involves major European energy modelling
teams, including PRIMES (ICCS/NTUA and KUL), POLES (IEPE and ECOSIM),
MARKAL (ECN, PSI, and KUL), SAFIRE (ESD) and MESSAGE (IIASA). These roodcis follow different methodologies and rely on a variety of background experienees. Because of the difficulty of the research theme, a major objective of TEEM is to harmonise
and consolidate a common methodology, among these modelling teams, to address the
issue of making technology dynamics endogenous to the models.
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Table l.l pmsents an overview ofthe way the TEEM project is struutured. Details caa be
found in the original project programme (TEEM, 1997). ECN is mainly involved in Activity 1.4, the contribution to which has heen reported in interrnediate working papers, in
Activity 2.3, the subject of tbc underlying report, and in Activity 3,4, a case study on the
demand side which bas tobe carried out in a next phase ofthe project.
Table 1.1 Workpackages (WP) and activities TEEMproject
Work package/Activity
WP I
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
WP 2
2, l
2,2
2,3
2,4
WP 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Description
Development of common methodology, information andprototype model
Common methodology database
Typology and quantification of energy teclmology dynamics
Development of ER!S prototype model
Development of common mefuodology for endogenous RTD modelling
Maintenance and extension of models
PRIMES
POLES
Experience fl.om MARKAL and MESSAGE
SAFIRE
Case studies and model applications
Application studies and update of baseline scenarios
Centralised power geaeration 1995-2030
Long term prospects: Renewables, new technologies in transports and
new fuel cycles
Demand side: efficiency, cross-cutfing technologies, co-generation,
small scale generation
Evaluation of po/icy instmments

Activity 2.3: Experience from MARKAL
Tlais document describes the ECN contribution to Activity 2.3 and part of Actívity 1.4 of
the TEEM project. The contribution comprises the reporting of experience with the eaergy optimisation model MARKAL (Fishboue et al., 1983; IEA-ETSAP, 1997) on including technology learning. IIASA will report separately on the MESSAGE experiences
(Messner & Schrattenholzer, 1998). The objective of this activity is to prepare and synthesise methodological recommendations, numerical results and sensitivity analyses and
provide them for use in other activities ofthe TEEM project.
Partly prior to and partly in parallel to these experiments with the MARKAL model, an
other TEEM activity, the prototype model 13RIS was under development. The two activities have benefited from each other’s experience, e.g. as indicated by common elements
in the MARKAL model and the ERIS prototype.
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Contents of this report
Chapter 2 provides a general descripfion of the MARKAL model (Section 2.1), introduces the concept of technology learning (Section 2.2), and finally, describes the database (i.e. the energy system) useä for the experiments with technology learning in
MARKAL (Section 2.3).
Tbe introduction of the concept of endogenous technology learning in models like
MARKAL requires a different view on the way energy tecbnologies are characterised
with respect to their development and on how learning may impact this characterisation.
Chapter 3 addresses generic issues of introducing technology learning in an energy system model. In addition, Chapter 3 presents au approach for characterising energy technology development and shows the results ofthe approach applied to three technologies.
Inclusion of the new modelling feature also requires additional data on technology
learniug parameters to be estimated as iuput to the model. These estimates are needed for
the technologies with eudogenous learning. Chapter 4 deseribes the results of rite proeess
to select teehnologies with learning fl.om tbc MARKAL-EUROPE database and to estimate the learning parameters for these selected technologies.
Chapter 5 sets om several cases that have been used to test the new endogenous technology learning feature of MARKAL. Chapter 6 reports the numerical results for these
cases, their inter-comparison and comparisons with the conventional model formulations,
with exogenous or no technology learning. Chapter 7 summarisesthe main findings from
these test runs including a discussion ofthe benefits and ofthe limitations ofthe new approach. Finally, Chapter 8 ends with the formulation ofthe conclusions and recommendations.
Acknowledgement
During the course of the TEEM MARKAL activity, a close and intensive interaction has
been maintained with the other MARKAL team in the project, Paul Scherrer h~stitute
(PS|). PSI provided the basic GAMS source code that implements the concept of technology learning in MARKAL. The implementation is deseribed separately in fl~eir report
(Kypreos & Barreto, 1998c). Tlae eo-operat’ton with Leouardo Barreto and Socrates
Kypreos at PSI is highly acknowledged.
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2. MARKAL MODELS AND DATABASES
This chapter presents a short description of tbc standard MARKAL model (Section 2.1).
Next, Section 2.2 outlines the formulation te add endogenous learning te MARKAL. Finally, Section 2.3 briefly describes the MARKAL database used for the experiments with
the MARKAL model with endogenous leaming.

2.1 MARKAL
MARKAL is a widely applied bottom-up, dynamic linear programming (LP) model
(Fishbone et al., 1983) developed by the Energy Technology Systems Analysís Programme (ETSAP) of the International Energy Agency (IEA) (IEA-ETSAP, 1997). The
main characteristic of an optimisation model for the energy system is the concept of a
predefmed netwerk of energy demands, resources and technologies interconneeted by
flows of energy carriers. Similar LP models are e.g. EFOM (De Kruijk, 1994; Stoffer &
De Kruijk, 1997) and MESSAGE (Messner, 1997). The networks typically cover the
various stages from Primary Supply (mining, import) of energy carriers through Conversion and Processing (power plants, refineries, etc.) te obtain energy products for delivery
te End-Use Devices (boilers, cars, light bulbs, etc.) that serve te satisfy Demands for Energy Services broken down by (sub-)sectors and functions (residential lighting, commercial air conditioning, industrial drive power, etc.). The interconnected netwerk of energy
flows and teehnologies is also referred te as the reference energy system.
AII pre-specified branches between sources, technologies and demands can be selected
by the optimisation model. The costs and conversion efficiencies of all technologies are
defined exogenously. With special ftmctions the total costs or emissions of the energy
system can be calculated. The optimal configuration of the energy system meets the
specified energy demand at minimal tests. The model applies an integrated approach.
This implies that synergy and competition between technologies at the supply side and
the demand side of the energy system are explicitly considered.
New technologies te satisfy demands for energy services that consume less energy and/or
ether types of energy carriers will be indispensable te eut back future greenhouse gas
emissions. Technology oriented models like MARKAL aim te identify which are the options of choice and how big their role could become over time. The system-wide (all
sectors, from primary source te energy service) and dynamic (capital stock changes; load
patterns) scope implies that systemic interactions like synergy, competition and load
management are considered. Synergy can occur between supply and demand options, for
example better prospects for electric cars if more (affordable) Iow emission power generation would be possible.
The dynamic nature implies that past decisions and future constraints are raken into account in decisions te expand or decrease capital stocks at any point in the time horizon
considered in the analysis. Sæuctural changes are fl*us allowed, but the rare at which the
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potential flexibilities are exploited are limited to what is both technically oaad economically viable. Future expectations are taken into account fully with every decisiou; this is
called ’perfect foresight’ as uncertainties play no role in these decisions.
Environmental considerations can be addressed iu various ways, such as through sectoral
or system-wide emission limits on an annual basis or cttmulative over time. An alternative is ímposing fees on emissions, e.g. reflecting carbon taxes or external costs of pollutants.
ff constraints are placed on the penetration of technologies or on the total level of emissions of pollutants linked to the use or" energy, the configuraf~on of the energy system
will change. In such a situation, MARKAL will again seek the configuration that bas the
lowest cost aud that meets the constraints.
The overall optimisation ignores stakeholders with conflicting interests operating on
markets in real life situations. Allocation of benefits and losses is thus no issue. The capabílity of MARKAL to mimic ’real worM’ behaviour, for instance as observed in the
past, is limited. This kind of model is typically more suited to explore alternative, costeffective strategies (for example to meet quantified emission targets) than to estimate the
effectiveness ofpolicy instruments.

2.2 MARKAL with leaming curves for endogenous
technological leaming
2.2.1 Previous experiments with endogenous technological learning
Most energy scenarios with a relatively short time horizon assume some technologieal
development but the technological development is assumed tobe exogenous to the energy system analysis model. One of the purposes of the TEEM project is to investigate
formulations that treat the technologieal leaming endogenously in energy models. Recent
e×periments with the global models GENIE (Mattssor~, 1997, 1998) and MESSAGE
(Messner, 1997) have shown that such formulations are feasible and lead to insights not
directly obtainable from the conventional LP models.
In the GENIE and MESSAGE studies just mentioned a simple relationship is assumed
between the cumulative world-wide sales of an energy technology and the investment
cost of the technologies. With eaeh doubling of the cumulative sales of a technology the
investmeut cost drops by a certaiu percentage. The cost reduction per doubling of sales is
estimated between 0% and 30% (Neij, 1997). The cost reduction is caused by various
factors but modelled as one aggregated ’lea~ning-by-doing’ effect. In several of the
studies this approach led to feed forward effects in the results of energy system models
with one technology gaining the entire marker whíle contìnuously íoecoming cheaper.

l0
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2.2.2 Approach for MARKAL
During the course of developing the ERIS prototype (TEEM Task 1.3, Capros et al.,
1998), the other partner in the MARKAL team, PSI, bas raken the initiative to formulate
learning curves tobe used in the MARKAL models. Both Non-Linear Progmmming
(NLP) and Mixed-lnteger Programming (M1P) formulations resulted (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998a; 1998b). Subsequently, ECN has incorporated and tested these two types of
formulations (with slight modifications and improvements compared to the PSI versions)
in the toost recent ’production’ version of the MARKAL model, the so-called
MMARKAL version 2.2 (Decisionware, 1998).
PSI provided the basic GAMS source code that implements the concept of technology
learning in MARKAL. The MIP implemeniation is described separately in their report
(Kypreos & l~aïreto, 1998c).
The previously mentioned GENIE and MESSAGE models are based on MIP fonnulations, which proved to work quite well despite flae increased computational complexity
compared to the corresponding LP models without endogenous learning.
Recently, Mixed-Complementarity Programming (MCP) models have become attractive
as alternative formulations of certain NLP models as a result of improved performance of
MCP solvers. An MCP formulation of experience curves is also included in the ERIS
prototype (Capros et al., 1998). ECN and PSI have decided to choose the MIP formulation of the experience curve concept to perform experimer~ts on relatively large
MARKAL models. Early experiments carried out with an NLP foímulation highlighted
too many disadvantages, such ns: no guarmatee of a globally optimal solution and problems with relatively large databases (such as the MARKAL-EUROPE database). The results of these early experiments have heen reported in working papers (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998a; Seebregts, 1998a). Converting a huge energy model like MARKAL into an
MCP format would go beyond the scope and resources of this project, m~d bas therefore
be deferred.
PSI bas implemented learning in the multi-region version of the MARKAL model
(Kypreos & Barreto, 1998c). This so-called RMARKAL version is now under development to result in the standard production version of MARKAL. ECN used the PSI MIP
implementation for RMARKAL as basis for the implemeníation in MMARKAL (version
2.2). Only a few numöer of modifications and improvements were needed to have it successfully working in MMARKAL. The PSI MIP formulation embedded in the ERIS
prototype (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998b,1998d) is basically identical to the MARKAL formulations. The main differences in the ECN version of the MIP formulation for experience curves in MARKAL are summarised in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Main differences of ECN MIP implementation for MARKAL compared to PSI
MMARKAL 2.2 in stead of RMARKAL 3.0 (Note: successful test have already been
tested with MMARKAL 2.3, available since November 1998)
Segmentation of cumulative cost curve.
Add, if desired, multiple solves within one MARKAL run:
- LP solve (wifl~out leaming) with constaut investment costs prior to MIP,
- iterative MIP solves with adjusted values for the maximum cumulative capacity
parameter.
Explicitly make investment zero in time periods before the technologies is available.
Restart a MARKAL run with a previously determined MIP solution (perturbation run).

2.2.3 Mathernatical formulation of learning curves in MARKAL
For completeness, this section presents the mathematical description of the MIP formulation for learning curves in MARKAL (adopted ans slightly adapted with kind permission from (Barreto, 1998b) and (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998b, 1998c)). It should be noted
that the endogenous technological development is restricted to the investment costs only.
As indicated in (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998b), the fixed operatiou & maintenance (O&M)
costs can be treated in a similar fashion. Changes in other parameters, e.g. efficiency and
availability factors, are still treated exogenously, Given the novelty of modelling technology endogenously, it was decided to first gain experience with inclnding dynamics in
costs, as a first, important leap forwards. It is expected that leaming on other aspects or
other model improvements can be addressed in the tbrthcoming TEEM case studies in
WP 3.
The formulation below corresponds to the one described by Mattsson (1997).
The learning curve
A learning, or experience curve, describes the specific cost as a function of tbc cumulative capacity for a given technology. It reflects the fact that some technologies may experience declining costs as a result of its increasing adoption into the society due to the accumulation of knowledge through, among others, processes of learning-by-doing and
learning-by-using (Grübler, 1998). A number of technical, economical, environmental
and social factors may also influence the cost reductions. The cumulative capacity is
used as a measure of the knowledge accumulation occurring during the manufacturing
and use of one technology (Christiansson, 1995). An experience curve can be expressed
as:

SC(C)=axC b
Wh~e:
Specific cost
SC:
C:
Cumulative capacity
b:
Learning index (constant)
a:

12

Specific cost of the first unit (constant)
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Figure 2.1 Exampleofalearningcurve
The learning index b can be derived from the prog~ess ratio. The progress ratio (pr) is
defined as the rare at which the cost declines each time the cumulative produetion doubles. It can be expressed as a ftmction ofthe learning index as:

This parameter constitutes one of the key assumptions of the problem because it der’mes
the speed of learning for the technology.
At least one point ofthe curve is required to estimate the coefficient a. Normally, the initial point (Co, SCo) is specified. Up to this point, Co units have been installed and the
unitary cost is at the SCo level. Then, this point represents the cumulative experience
gained previously. However, for technologies still in the pre-cormnercial stage, this information may not be available and this sensitive starting point has to be carefully deííned.
Definition of the cumulative cost curve
The total cumulative cost (TC) as a function of the cumulative capacity will eorrespond
to the integral ofthe specific cost expression:

TC = Sö aC-~ × dC

ECN-C--98-064
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That becomes:

TC- a C
-b+[
This is a non-convex function. The MIP approach will provide a procedure to implement
the piecewise linear interpolation of the cumulative cost curve.

Definition of cumulative capacity
The cumulative capacity of a given teclanology k for the period t is expressed as:

t ~ {1 .......T}
Where the parameter Cu, o is the initial cumulative capacity that defines the starting point
on the experieuee curve for the technology k (a corresponding cumulative cost TC~.o is
also deflned). The variable INV~,trepresents the investments made on this technology in a
particular period t.
Maximum cumulative capacity and cumulative cost
In order to specify the curve to be interpo~ated, a maximum amount of cumulative capacity C~.mo~ is defined. The corresponding maximum cumulative cost is given by:

Declaration of number of segments
The number of segments N for the cumulative cost curve is specified. As N determines
the number of integer variables per technology and period, it bas to be a trade-off between the precision required for the approximation and the solution time.
Definition of the kink points for cumulative costs and capaeities
Using the initial and final points of the curve and according to the number of segments
previously defined, the breakpoints are computed. In its toost simplest forto, the segments are defined as follows:
For i=0,...N-1

TC,,~ = TCo,~ + i.

14
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And the corresponding cumulative capacities:

Other segmentations may, of course, be used. E.g., PSI used:

TCt,k ~ TCo,k ~-

This type of segmentatiou is presented in Figure 2.2. ECN used also a segmentation
based on a logarithmic division. The important point regarding the segmentation is to
take into account that the cost reductions are very significant for the first installed units,
but afterwards, the learning effect decreases and begins to satura~te. Therefore, very likely
more segments will be required for the first, rapid change, zone of tbc curve.
800C
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Figure 2.2 Piecewise approximation of the cumulative cost curve

Interpolation of cumulative capaci(y
The cumulative capacity is expressed as a summation of continuous lambda variables.
There will be as many lambda variables as segments have heen defined:
N
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lnterpolation of cumulative cost
The cumulative cost is expressed as a linear eombination in terras of the continuous
lambda and binary delta variables:
N

With:

The coefficient fl,,~ represents the slope of each one of the segments. The coefficient
is the corresponding TC-axis intercept of each linear segment. Only one delta variable
will be non-zero at the same time, indicating the active linear segment.
In fact, the specific cost (SC) corresponds to the slope of every linear segment ofthe cumulative cost curve, that is to the coefficient ~.k. Although the piecewise representation
is done directly on the cumulative cost curve, the examination ofthe resulting stepwise
curve for the speeific cost provides an idea ofits accuracy (sec Figure 2.3).

2000

4000
6000
8000
Cumulative (~apaeity [GWJ

10000

12000

........ Nonlinear Curve -- Stepv~i~a Approximation

Figure 2.3 Stepwise approximation of the specif!c cost curve
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Definition of the investment cost
The investment cost [Ck.t associated to the investments in technologies following the
learning curve can be eomputed as:

The corresponding diseotmted investment costs are included in the objective function of
MARKAL.
Logical constraints in terms of lambda and delta variables
The logical conditions regarding the control of the active segment of the cumulative
curve are defined using the help of binary variables delta:

This group of constraints basically relates the continuous variable 2k.i,, to a corresponding
binary variable ~,,.~, ensuring that lambda remains between the two corresponding successive eumulative capacity points (C~.k anti C~~/.k).
Sum of delta variables to one
In order to ensure that only one binary variable can be active every period, for every
technology k anti every time period t, for¢e the sum of delta binary variahles to one:
N

Definition of additional ’unnecessary ’ constraints
Using the fact that experience must grow or at least remain at the same leve], some additional constraints may be added to the basic formulation. These constraints provide a relation between the binary indicator variables 4,t,t across periods, according to the sequential order that must be followed0 and help to reduce the solution time.

For
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t=l ........T
k--1 .......K
i=l,. .....N

P=I
N

N

P=i

P=i
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2.3 MARKAL-EUROPE database
The model database used for this study is based on MARKAL-EUROPE 1.0 (Ybema et
al., 1997; Lako & Ybema, 1997). This model has been defined for Western Europe (the
15 European Union member countries and Norway, Switzerland and Iceland). The time
span covers the period from 1990 to 2070 (although results are only reported until the
year 2050).
This MARKAL database is especially suited for this study because:
¯ It represents a large market (15 EU-countries), which allows the concept of technology learning tobe applied for.
¯ It incindes a large amount of technologies and a sufficiently long term time horizon,
which favours a comprehensive analysis of the impact of endogenised technology
learning on the cost effectivity of technologies. Furthermore, it provides relevant experience on the computational performance of future MARKAL model versions.
¯ Its results based upon the regular LP version of MARKAL are well reported, which
favours a comprehensive comparison of the model results of the LP and the MIP version of the MARKAL model.
MARKAL-EUROPE takes the overall overview of Western Europe as the perspective for
model calculations. This assumes a situation that only one actor decides what the s~ucture ofthe energy system will look like. The model assumes free competition ofthe technologies rally based on the cost-effeetiver~ess ofthe technologies. With its dynamic nature, MARKAL performs an optimisation of the energy system for the full period 19902070 in one set of iterations. This implies that perfect foresight applies.
Western Europe does hot have a homogeneous energy system; there m’e large differences
between the kinds of end use and the primary energy mixes of the various countries. Up
to a certain level, regional detail bas been included in the model definition. Space heating
and hot water demand bas been considered for three regions North, Middle and South.
Renewable energy potentials have been considered in tranches depending on the sitespecific energy production. The approach reflects the view that differences between
cotmtries will become less important over time with the liberalisation of the energy markets in Western Europe, the gradual integration ofthe economy and policy making within
Western Europe and globalisation of energy teehnology markets.
The MARKAL-EUROPE database is very detailed in the modelling ofthe end-use sectors. An overview of the kinds of energy end-uses considered in MARKAL-EUROPE 1.0
is given in Table 2.1.
The currently existing stock of capital and the associated energy use is considered as the
starting point for the development ofthe energy system. The model bas been calibrated to
reflect the historie energy balances in the year 1990. It has been asstuned that electricity
can be freely traded in Western Earope from tbc year 2010 onwards.
Maximum penetration of technologies can be regulated in the model by imposing maximum botmds on total capacities and/or maximum bounds on new capacity. Examples of

18
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technologies that have bounds in MARKAL-EUROPE 1.0 are wind turbines, PV systems, geothermal energy and districï heat. The bounds can be justified on the base of different real constraints: public planning constraints (e.g. wind tnrbines), limited (growth
or’) manufacturing capacity (e.g. PV systems), physical constraints (geothermal resources), heat demand in areas with high heat load (district heating), etc.
Based on MARKAL-EUROPE 1.0, ECN bas recently developed two other European
MARKAL databases: the MARKAL-MATTER database and the MARKAL-EUROPE
2.0 database.
The MARKAL-MATTER (MATerials Technologies for greenhouse gas Emission Reduction) database is an extended version of the MARKAL-EUROPE 1.0 database. The
energy system model bas been extended with a new biomass module and the modelling
of the transportation sector has been adjusted. The original final demand for a fixed
quantity of certain materials bas heen replaced. A new module represents the lire cycle
from materials production, prodnct manufacturing, product use and waste handling. The
final demand is now set for products instead of materials. More details on the MATTER
database can be fotmd in (Gielen et al, 1998; Gielen, 1997; 1998a, b, c; Gielen & Kram,
1998).
The MARKAL-EUROPE 2.0 database is a recent update ofthe MARKAL-EUROPE 1.0
database, aimed at analyzing the prospects of fasion power in Western Europe, as part of
the EU-SERF (Socio-Economic Research on Fusion energy) progrm~me. The time horizon bas been extended to 2100. In addition, technology data of the power generation
sector bas beeu updated. More details can be found in (Lako & Seebregts, 1998), (Lako
et al., 1998a), and (Lako et al., 1998b).
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Table 2.10verview of the useful energy demand categories in the MARKAL-EUROPE
model
lndustry
Aluminium production
Bricks production
Chlorine production
Steel production
Polyolefine production
Ammonia production
Ole fme production
Styrene production
Cement clhaker
productìon
Paper productinn
Non Energy Use:
Lubricants+Bitumen
Other industry:
large high temp. heat
small high temp. heat
large low temp, steam
small low temp. Steam
electricity
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Households

Transport

Commerce

Space hearing single
houses:
North Europe
Middle Europe/old
Middle Europehaew
South Europe
Space hearing
apartments:
North Europe
Middle Europe
South Europe
Water heating:
North Europe
Middl¢ Europe
South Europe
Dishwashers
Food preparatinn
Light~ag
Refrigerators/freezers
Tumble dryers
Washing machines
Other electric appliances

Passenger car
Van
Truck
Bus
Rail Transport
Water Transport
Inland
Air Transport
Bunkers

Space hearing
North Europe
Middle Europe/large
Middle Europe/small
South Europe
Other commercial
electricìty demand
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3. GENERIC ISSUES AND ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
CHARACTERISATION
3.1 Introduction
Dealing with endogenous learning in energy models invokes several questions that relate
to the dynamics of technologieal development. To tackle these questíons an intemal paper was prepared by one ofthe team members. This internal paper has been based on results fl.om an extensive study on the dynamics of fuel cell technology (Schaeffer, G.J.,
1998). In this chapter several issues fl.om this internal paper will be discussed (section
3.2). In section 3.3 an approaeh to energy teehnology characterisaf~on with respect to
learning as put forward in the internal paper will be treated. This is followed by an application of this approach to three energy technologies in section 3.4. The chapter will be
concluded with some conclusions in section 3.5.

3.2 Generic issues
Incorporating learning in energy models is a learning experience in itself. In this section
some of the practical and eonceptual issues the ECN-team has encountered in this learning process, will be reviewed.

3.2.1 Endogenous alignment of technology characterisation
In models with exogenous technology development many different technologies are defined in the models’ technology databases. The parameters characterising these technologies are ’aligned’ (made consistent with each othe0 exogenously by the modellers. For
instance, ~f a certain assuvaption is made on the costs of a combined cycle for central
electricity production (in a certain year), then the modellers will choose for costs of a
combined cycle for eombined heat and power applications that will hot differ too much
from this assumption. This process of exogenous alignment of characterisation parameters cannot be performed in a model with endogenous learning (with the exception of the
starting values). This could mean that in the model the same technology (e.g. PV) can
learn in one marker (e.g. in southern Europe) and conseqnently become cheaper by the
experience effect, while the same technology in other markets (e.g. in northern Europe)
will not learn and keep its high initial príce. This will make the database inconsistent.
Therefore, in one way or another, a mechanism should be found that replaces the exogenous alignment practices in the traditional models by an endogenous mechanism.

3.2.2 Key technologies
An approach that could be taken to achieve endogenous alignment of technology characteristies, is to define key teehuologies. Key technologies are technologies that are a
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component in many other technologies in the database. Examples of key technologies are
gas turbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic modules, wind turbines, burners and boilers. Most
ofthe about 500 technologies defined in the MARKAL-EUROPE database are composed
of about 20 of such key technologies. A list of these key technologies can be found in
Chapter 4. In the further development of endogenous leaming models the possibilities
how learning effects can be transferred to key technologies should be explored. If this
can be done in an appropriate way, the application field of tbe model can be broadened
significantly, for instance to investigate how stimulation in one marker can influence the
chances of a technology in another market.

3.2.3 Appropriate level of aggregation or detail
The appropriate level of aggregation or detail of a tectmology characterisation in models
depends on the purpose ofthe use ofthe model, lfthe future ofa specific type ofa technology is the subject of the forecasting exercise, then a considerable level of detail
should be used. If the purpose is to get insights in the futare emission of polluting gases,
then such a level of detail is hot needed, lnstead of forcing oneself to choose for instance
between solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)- or molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) -based biomass plaats in the future, this future device can also be described as a fuel cell-based
biomass plant, without having to make a decision whether the one or the other fuel cell
type will be used in this specific application. Shifting from one type to another, resulting
in better perfoïmances or lower costs, can be conceived as a forto of learning. The
strength ofthe lean~ing approach relies on the fact that no detailed predictions have to be
made about how lower costs or better performances will be reached, but only that these
improvements can be achieved. The more detailed forecasts are, the higher the risk that
they will not come truc. A good example of a process of technological development
showing regularities at a higher aggregation level comes from the micro-processor industry. Within this industry ’Moore’s Law’ (sec e.g. Gibbs, 1997), which states that the
number of integrated circuits on a chip will double every 18 months, holds very well
since the late 1950’s. The ’law’ however, does not say what technologies will be needed
to reach these improvements in performance.
In models with exogenous technology development the assessment of future costs of
technologies is often based on expert judgements, which in their turn are derived from
detailed analyses of a technology’s components and the improvements that are perceived
as possible. The result of this ’component-approaeh’ is that technologies often are defined at a very detailed level. For instance certain types of fuel cells are defined (e.g.
phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC)) for certain kinds of applications (e.g. decentral combined heat and power (CHP)). An analysis of the history of fuel cell shows that dominant
insights about the proper ’type-application’ combinations have changed several times. In
the middle of the 1980’s for instance fuel cell buses were expected to be driven by
PAFC’s. During the 1990’s the solid polymer fuel cell (SPFC) has raken over this prospective application. For a modeler of energy systems, however, in many cases there is
no reason to make a choice between the two alternatives,
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3.2.4 Learning on multiple parameters
Most efforts on incorporat’mg technological change in energy models during the TEEMproject (and before) have focused on investment costs. This is one of the toost important
parameters that characterise the technologies in the available dataóases. However, it is
well known that also other characterisfics of technologies change, such as operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs and performance (e.g. electrical efficiency) aïe relevant factors to the final costs of energy. One possibility to deal with tbis is to correct the estimated investments cost for the improvement of performances (sec e.g. Criqni, 1998).
This approach however has several disadvantages. In the first place several assumptions
have to made about interest rates aid depreeiation periods. Secondly, it disturbs the outcomes of sensitivity analyses with interest rates, or differences in fuel prices. Another
approach is to model learning mechanisms for these parameters separately. Typical performance improvement trajectories follow an S-shaped curve° in time or in relation to
cumulative production (sec e.g. Cohendet et al., 1993).

3.2.5 Balancing the choices
Introducing endogenous leaming in energy models induces more severe requirements for
calculation time and memory space. At the current state of the hard- and software performance, only a limited number of technologies can be chosen tobe subject to endogenous leaming. In Chapter 4 a few criteria are put forward to select those teclmologies for
which endogenous learning is toost appropriate. If a certaiu technology is selected tobe
treated in a model with endogenous leaming~ then special attention should be given to the
charactarisations of those technologies that are in direct ~ompetition with this teehnology, to avoid unrealistic competition between a learning and a nou-learning technology.
This means for instance that if fuel cells for power production are chosen to bea learning
technology, also gas combined cycles should be treated in the same way.

3.3 Characterising technological developments
3.3.1 Fout basic questions
The progress ratio of a teclmology is one of the most important parameters in models
with endogenous technological learning. The question is how to estimate a plausible progress ratio for different technologies. A first-round answer is to base the progress ratio
that is expected in the future on historical data, if available. The same can be done for
learning trends in other model parameters, such as efficiencies. But the appearance of a
certain progress ratio in the past does hot guarantee that the sarne progress ratio will prerail in the future. The conditions for this to happen have first tobe investigated. Several
of these conditions can be distinguished:
1. It must be plausible that the technology development in question will continue at uil.
In the past many energy technologies have been proposed and included in energy
model technology databases, that later appeared to choke in their development. Ex-
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amples are the Magneto-Hydro-Dynamic (MHD-) technology or ’hybride-hydridecars’ (sec e.g. Okken et al, 1993).
2. A second condition is that the focus of a technology development (the teehnology
paradigm) will remain the same. For instance if this will be the case for the fuel efficiency of person cars in terras of liters per vehicle-kilometer, then the historical trend
(no improvement during the last 10 to 15 years) will only be broken ifthe focus in
the development departments of tbc automoóile industry will shift (e.g. enforced by
policy measures) from comfort and safety to fuel efficiency by new propulsion technologies and lighter materials.
3. A third condition is that the overall constitution ofthe context in which the developments take place does hot substantially ehange. It cím be imagined that different progress ratios are achieved for a technological development that is mainly R&D driven,
than for technologies that are mainly marker driven. After all, progress ratios are not
more than correlation factors between cumulative production and costs, and this correlation ean change ifthe R&D intensity changes.
The considerations mentioued above toean that in order to characterise technological developments and to assess the value of their progress ïatios, fout basie questions should be
answered:
1. Is there a historical trend from which a historical progress ratio can be determined?
2. Is it plausible that the technology will continue tobe developed at all?
3. Will the direction ofthe development remain the same or will its course be altered?
4. Is it plausíble that the progress ratio observed will stay the same, or will it decrease/increase?
The first question can be answered by collecting appropriate data. ff the first question
cannot be answered positively, the assessment of proper progress ratios becomes a lot
more difficult. In that case a comparison could be made with existing technologies. However, in most cases technologies ineluded in energy technology databases have a substantial long development history (sec for instance the list of key technologies in Chapter

4).
The remaining three questions are related to the degree of stability of a technological development, In the following sub-section some notions and ways to assess the degree of
stability will be clarified.

3.3.2 Stability in technological developments
The application of experience curves assumes that the technology analysed by this
method will undergo a steady and stable teehnological development in the future. The
question is, how sure can we be that this will be the case? In other words, how ean we
assess the degree of stability of a technological development? A distinction can be made
between two kinds of stability: stability with regard to the links of a technology with the
relevant external environment (system stability) and stability with regard to the internal
relations and structures ofa technology (convergent stability).
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To make the distinction between these two kinds of stability a little more clear, Figure
3.1 might be helpful. System stability occurs when neither insiders (appeal), nor outsiders (agression) claim that the outcomes of the technological development under consideration are to be disliked. In that case no transformation of what Van de Poel (1998) calls
the technological regime can be expected.
Convergent stability occurs when the internal dynamics of the interaction system does
not cause changes in the outcomes that are different fl.om what could be expected by extrapolating the trends. In other words convergent stability is stability within a technological regime.

I~environment
appeal ~ !’°" ïinteraction

~~-~system

"
agression

outcomes
boundary of the technological
regime

Figure 3.1 Technologyasasystemofinnovationanditsenvironment
Following Figure 3.1 three sources of transformation of technological regimes caused by
links ofthe regime with the environment can be distingnished:
¯ change because the environment changes by its own dynamics (external change),
¯ change because outsiders consider the outcomes of the technological development as
undesirable (aggression) leading them to action to intervene,
change because insiders eonsider the outeomes of the technological development as
tmdesirable (appeal), leading them to ask outsiders to intervene.

3.3.3 Assessing system stability
A method to assess the system stability of a technology is to systematically investigate
the relevant aspects of tbc environment that legitimate and justify the activities sustaining
the development and to assess wether the outcomes of this process might fôrm a reason
for insider~ or outsiders to contest the desirability of the development as a whole. This
can be done by asking systematically the following questions:
1. What are the relevant macro-agenda issues in the environment that are used as a legitimation or justification to sustain the ongoing activities? Are there reasons to believe that the importance of these issues will change in the future?
2. For which reasons would the outcomes of the technological development under consideration form a possible source of concern by outsiders?
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3. For which reasons would the outcomes of the technological development under consideration forto a possible source of concern by insiders?
These questions can be asked in different ways and to different audiences. These questions could be included in standard expert opinion methods, but also be investigated by
analyses of texts commenting on a technological development produced by insiders or
outsiders.
An example: Suppose that a group of experts is asked to answer the questions just mentioned for three technologies, i.e. wind turbines, fuel cells and CO2 removal technologies.
Possible answers to these questions for these three technologies are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Possible comparison of system stability for three energy teclmologies
Technology
Legitimating aspects in the (Possible) reasotas for appeal (Possible) reasons for
environment
aggressi~n
Wind turbines
finite resources
lack of knowledge of off-shore distortion of
globa| warming
technology among turbine
landscape, sea-sight
Iocal and regional
manufacturers
and nature
environmental problems
lack ofknowledge ofhow COz costs and energy use
CO2 removal and global warming
däsposal
behaves in oceans among CO~
removal specialists
FuelcelN
f’mite resources
lack of knowledge on user’s possible toxicity of
global warming
requirements among developers materials or fuels for
local attd regional
of fuel cells
fuel cells.
environmental problems

The system stability of each of the three technologies can be compared to each other.
From Table 3.1 it can be seen that the only macro-agenda issue that is addressed by CO2
removal technologies, is the issue of global warming, whereas the other two technologies
address other issues as well. In this sense CO~ removal technologies have less system
stability than the other two technologies. However, global warming ct~rrently is a very
important issue on the global societal agenda, and the link between CO~ removal technologies and the global warming problem is at least as strong as the link between the
global warming problem and the other two technologies. In other words, scores on the
[mportance of the issues that are claimed to be addressed by the technology, as well as
the strength of the links between the technology and the issue addressed should be constructed to assess the current system stability ofa technology. Table 3.2 is an example of
how this could be done. The first column gives an example how, on a scale from 1 to 3
the importance of each of the macro-agenda issues could be scored, e.g. by a group of
experts. In tlae following columns the strength of the relation between the technology and
the issue is estimated on a scale from +3 to -3 (CO2 removal technologies could be given
a negative relation with the problem of the world energy supply, because the removal of
CO2 reduces the efficiency of the power plant). In the last row the total score is calculated for each technology.
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Table 3.2 Possible system stability scores for three energy technologies
lssues
Importance Link with Fuel cells issue Link with Wind turbines Link with CO~ removal
ofthe issue fuel cells stability score wind issue stability CO2 removal technologies issue
turbines score technologies stability score
Finite resources
I
1
1
2
2
-1
-1
Global warn~mg
3
l
3
2
ó
3
9
Local!regional
2
3
6
2
4
0
0

environraental
problems
Total stability

12

12

8

scor~

The scores in Table 3.2 give an indication of the relative system stabilities of the three
different technologies with regard to the current prevailing macro-agenda issues and their
current importance. It shows that although a teehnological development is only related
positively to one macro-agenda issue instead ofto three, the current system stability does
not need tobe only one third ofthe other two technologies, ifthe relevant macro-agenda
issue is seen as more relevant than the other issues. For the future it is important to assess
how the importance of the different macro-agenda issues will vary. This issue of dealing
with tmcertainty is treated by the hedging approach with regard to CO2 reduction levels.
System stability characterisation exercises such as shown in Table 3.2 help to define the
sensitivity between CO2 reduction uncertainty and technological learning. If the external
legitimisation of a technology is only dependent on the global warming problem, the activities to develop and improve this technology will depend only of the value of this
macro-agenda issue. Activities for the development of other technologies will be affected
less ifthe macro-agenda issue of global warming will loose its importance.

3,3.4 Assessment of convergent stability
Convergent stability refers to the seeming autonomy of technological developments.
Many in-depth sociological sfudies of innovation processes have shown that there is no
such thing as an autonomoasly developing technology, but several mechanisms can be
distingaished that make it hard to change the course of a development. These mechanisms can be related to the interplay of three elements of technological development, i.e.
actors, artefacts and agenda (Figttre 3.2) (Van Lente, 1993). In this interplay of mechanisms all three corners of the triangle play their role, but in some cases one corner is
more dominant than the other.
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artefact

actur

agenda

Figure 3.2 The triangle of technological developments
Nuclear fusion for instance owes its continuing development, in spite of changing environmental forces, for a large part to what can be called ’materialised stability’ (artefactrelated stability). The fact that in the past at a few places in the world very large and
costly research facilities have heen huilt, makes it in the first place difficult to stop such
research at all and in the second place makes it difficult to change the orientation of tbc
development.
Fuel cells is an example of a technology for which a complex kind of actor-dynamics has
secured its continous progress and development from the late 1940’s till today (actorrelated stability). At a given moment in time there are many research activities going on
that focus on the development of a specific technology. These projects produce a constant flood of ’prodacts’, such as scientific articles, conference presentations, contributions to articles aimed at the general public in magazines and newspapers, demonstration
plants, feasibility studies, and so on. These products embody and contribute to the general ’promise ofthe fuel cell’, on the basis of which new actors start to undertake development activities. Once such a project or program bas started, actors start to commit
themselves enthusiastically to the path chosen. Even in cases in which the oríginal projects, on which the promise to start new activies was based, rails to deliver the promise
and is discontinued, the new projects are not stopped, but instead proceeded with even
more enthusiasm. If results are not as promised/expected, actors appear to possess a
whole gamma of means to protect the ongoing activities. Targets can be reformulated,
deadlines postponed, references can be made to similar problems in other on-going activities, outcomes of research activities can be interpreted in different ways and considerations of international competition can be brought to the foreground. Not in all cases
acturs succeed in protecting their activities sufficiently and some activitìes might stup.
However, during the lire time of a project, the promise of the teclmology under development has been broadcasted many times, inducing new activíties elsewhere.
Agenda-related stability is related to which direction the future of a technology is going.
Concepts as technological paradigm and technological guidepost fall within this category. A good example of a technological paradigm change that bas accarately been anticipated by actors in the relevant technological community is the ’turbo-jet revolution’
in aircraft technology. Although not many aeturs were involved in dealing with turboiets, and hOt many turbo-jets existed yet, the aeronautical community of engineers agreed
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that the propeller technology could only get the speed of an airplane to a certain maximum limit. To achieve higher speeds nnother technology (the turbo-jet) had to be developed, which happened. Another example, Moore’s Law in the semi-conductor industry,
has been mentioned earlier. As pointed out by several people, including Moore himself,
this Law holds because it is a forto of a self-fulfilling prophecy and part of a strategic
game. Since within the semi-conductor industry the mutual expectation exists that
Moore’s Law will continue tobe realised, resources and efforts are allocated and direeted in such a way that the individual firm at least can stay cn this competititive line.
Another example of agenda-related stability might be the development of off-shore wind
technology. Although hot many actors are yet involved in off-shore wind technology, and
not many off-shore parks have yet been realised, everybody in the wind energy comrnunity seems to agree that off-shore wind technology is the logical ’next step’, and therefore thc expectation is justified that this step will be taken.

3.3.5 Indicators of stability
Based on the considerations above a list of indieators for stability ean be established. The
first indicator (related to the assessment ofthe system stability ofa technology) is the robustness ofa technology with regard to the overal societal agenda, of which an example
has been given in lhe foregoing section (sec Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). Indicators for convergent stability can be divided in 5 actor-related indicators, 2 artefact-related indicators
and 3 agenda-related indicators.
Actor-related indicators
The first actor-related indicator is the size of tbc specific technological community. With
many networks and actors in a teclmological community the chances are greater that
ffuitful relations will be established than in a community with only a few aetors. If certuin relations do hot work out, other strategic partners might be found. In additinn large
communities are less vulnerablc than small communities for micro-level contíngencies. If
for instance there are only a few actors in the community, the discontinuement ofthe activities of one of thern can have a major impact cn the fate and the orientatinn of the
technology as a whole. In communities that consist of many members such an event will
have less impact. Actors will come and actors will go, but the stable development of the
technology is not dependent cn the failure or succes ofone ofthe actors in the community.
The chance that fruitful links among members of a technological commnnity will be established depends also cn the degree ofactor-interrelatedness (second actor-related indicator) of such a community, ha communities with a low degree of interrelatedness, hot
many contacts exist between the different networks that constitute the community. In
communities with a high degree of interrelatedness many formal and informal contacts
exist between the different networks. The formalized contacts take place at conferences,
seminars, interinstitutional committees, journals etc. The higher the degree of interrelatedness, the higher the chance that fruitful relationships will develop, that common goals
are formulated and that actors choose to concentrate cn the tasks needed.
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Geographical distribution is the third actor-relaed indicator. A distribution over many
different countries enhances the stability of a technological development, for several reasons. In the first place many different local contexts are present in such a community
which means that cotmtry-specific contingencies that influence the interest for a technology in that country, do have less effect cn the development ofthe teclmology as a whole.
In the second place the distribution over many different geographical locations enhances
the nnmber of potential sponsors that want to contribute financially to the development
of the technology. For geographical distribution being an enhancing factor in technology
development, it is essential that enough communication channels between the different
locations exist and that the size ofthe community is larger than a critical threshold, because other~vise the activities become isolated and scattered instead of widespread and
stimulating.
A fourth actor-related indicator is the actor-heterogeneity. Since each technology is a socio-technical configuration, many heterogeneous links have tobe established to let such a
configuration work. Processes of technological development involve the ereation and
establishment of these heterogeneous links. This means that all kind of actors are needed,
ranging from university researchers to goveínmental sponsoring or regulatory agencies to
(prospective) users. The presence of many different kind of actors in an actor-network is
hot a guarantee for success but gives an indication of the networks ability to cope with
the heterogeneous work that has tobe done. Heterogeneity of actors is hot only important
for individual networks, but also for a technological community that is formed by representants of the different networks. If specific relations between actors in a network do
hot work out, new links with other members or networks within the technological eommunity might be established. Short networks that are complementary might find each
other and establish strategic alliances.
Not all members of a community, nor the micro-level networks they constitute, are equal.
The change of activities, including the decision to discontinue the activities, of a dominant or central actor has more impact than ifthis is done by a peripheral actor or a small
miero-level network. Therefore it is important to analyse the equivalent of the market
structure or industry structure of a technological community (eall it a "networks strueture ’). Networks structures with high concentration ratios will include a few dominant
actors and peripheral actors. In such a case the stability of each of the networks that are
established around these dominant actors should be analysed to say something more
about the stability of the technology’s development. Networks structures with Iow concentration ratios can be analysed at the meso-level ofthe technological community alone.
It is not evident whether a high or low concentration ratio contributes or not to a stable
technological development. Change and new ideas often come from newcomers in the
field and are more easily adopted by peripheral R&D networks (because their sunk investments in certain directiuns are lower). Change and new ideas cn the one hand are
needed to find solutions to continue a historical trend. On the other hand change and new
ideas might easily alter the focus of a technological community and the direction of a
technologjcal development. In industrial economics the degree of innovation of an industry is related to its concentration degree by an inverted U-curve, meaning that the
toost iunovative industries have an average concentration ratio.
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Artefact-related indicators
A first artefact-oriented iudicator is the degree and kind ofmaterialisation ofa technology. As been said before, the orientation of a technologícal development is hot easy to
ehange if the technology is in widespread use (such as automobiles) or if large and expensive installations have been built (e.g. large power plants, or the large nuclear fusion
research installations). Therefore an assessment of the kind of materialisation (e.g. commercial products or demonstrations or both) and the degree of materialisation (production
statistics, marker penetration rates, size of laboratory constructions) is needed.
A high degree of technological interrelatedness enhances the probability of a new artefact tobe taken up and be further developed. As technologies become more adopted, a
number of other sub-tectmologies and products become part of its infrastraeture (Arthur,
1988). A kind of mutual dependency between technologies emerges, which enhances the
stability of the technological development in question. Also the degree to which new
technologies ’match’ with existing technologies and infrastructures is important. It is
only a/ter new technologies have been raken up and embedded in ’old’ structures that
they are able to change these structures eventually.
Agenda-related indicators
The first agenda-related stability indicator is the dominant learningparameter. Most of
the time costs are important learning parameters, but sometimes other issues are more
important, such as for instance safety for nuclear installations, noxious emission reduction for coal-fired powerplants, comfort and safey for cars.
A second agenda-related indicator for stability is the prospective application of a technology. Which applications are foreseen and what type of technology is seen as toost fit
for what type of application? Do the opinions on these technology-application combinations converge or hot? Last but hot least the existence in a community of a prospective
chronology can tell something about what the community expects to happen in the future.
Is there a dominant vision on ’the next step’? To what extent are these visions shared?
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T~ble 3.3 Stability indicators
Artefact-related indicators Agenda-related indicators
degree and kind of
dominante of loarning parameters
materialisafion

Actor-related indicators
The number of networks
involved

The it~terrelatedness within the degree of technological the degree of consensus on future
type-application combinations
technological community imerrelatedness
The geographical extension of
the technological commtmity

the degree of consensus on prospective
chronology

The heterogeneity of tbc actors
The heterogeneity of actors
The networks-structure of the
technological community
By systematically checking this list of indicators for different technologies and comparing the outcomes, the relative stability of one technology with regard to another can be
assessed. Remaining issues in the design of a stability ana|ysis tool are how to score the
different indicators and how to weight the different answers with regard to each other.
There are several ways to get the information needed to assess the value of each of the
indicators, varying from expert input to text analysis of articles and scientometric techniques. Table 3.4 gives ar~ overview per indicator.
Table 3.4

Indicators, sources, methods andseoring

indicator

Sources

Methods, scoring

Number ofnetworks

Databases, interviews, introductions and
aeknowledgments in papers
Actor-descriptions in tltles and
introduction papers.
Interviews, references, dedicated
databases
Paper headlngs of papers in databases
Datab~es
Interviews, review papers

Number of authors or papers. Links between
authors by text analysl~
Define different poles (e.g. Science, Technology,
Users, Regulation, etc.) Count.
Number and 9"equeney of seminars, jonmals,
international committees (e.g. 1EA-Annexes, etc.)
Ntmaber of countries involved
Number of papers per aetor; HerfindahI-index
Installed units, nurnber raad size of research

Interviews, (re,~iew) papers

Deseription of related e~~sting technologies and
suh-techt~ologies needed
Descriptinn of parameter ~d its historlea! der.

Heterogeneity
Actor interrelatedness
Geographical extension
Networks-structure
Degree and eharacter
materialisatinn
Technical interrelatedness
(Dominance) learning
parameters
(Dominance) prospective typeapplications combinations
(Dominance) prospective
chronology

(Review) papers, comparing expert
opiniotas by interviews
(Review) papers, comparing expert
opinions by interviews
(Review) papers, comparing expert
opinions by interviews

Description type-application combinations +
Descripfion labeling types in ’generat~on, +

3.4 Application ofthe approach to three energy technologies
A complete stability analysis for a technology is a rather lahorious task. However, r~ot in
al1 cases it is needed to review every stability indicator in detail to know whether a toch-
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nological development is stable or hot. The list of stubility indicators and the triple-A trimagie (see Figure 3.2) should rather be seen as resources that provide conceptual and
analytical tools to perform (partial) stability analyses in order tobe able to say more
about the basic questions listed in 3.3.1. In the following sub-sections the four questions
(is there a historical trend, can it be expected that the development will continuo at all,
can it be expected that the development will not change its direction, can it òe expected
that the development will continue at the same speed (i.e. will it have the same progress
ratio) as in recent history?) will be applied to four technologies: wind, PV, gas turbines
and fuel cells (for the reasons for the choice of these technologies see Chapter 4).

3.4.1 Wind turbines
Is there a trend from which a historical progress ratio can be determined?
Shace the early 1980’s there has been a market for wind turbines created and sustained by
subsidies and stimulation schemes in several countries, Over the period 1982-1995 Neij
(1997) reports a progress ratio of investment costs of.96 and of kWh-costs of 0.91 percent. However, it is not clear from the article whether she bas calculated this progress ratio in nominal or real terras. At ECN au analysis has been made by dividing the annual
tumover ofthe Danish Wind Turbine Industry by its annual output in MW (these data are
freely available at the Danish Wind Turbine Mmaufacturers Association Internet Site ).
This method yields a progress ratio of about 0.95 in nominal terras mad of 0.87 (using the
Danish eonsumer price ìndices) in real terras of the wind turbine investment costs. The
value of 0.87 for investment costs alone means that au even lower progres ratio cma be
expeoted for kWh costs fïom wind, Sorensen (1997) reports about a value of this progress ratio of 0.80.
The value of 0.87 is as good as the statistics are. The industry turn-over method might
not be completely reliable, since these statistics might also include the delivery of components, services aud other things that are hot directly related tu the investment costs of
wind turbines. Cttrrently at ECN a database of marker prices of wind turbines at the
Germma marker is tmder construction. The analyses carried out with these data will shed
some more light on the value ofthe historical progress ratio. In order tu avoid tobe overoptimistic for the time being the progress ratio is estimated at 0.90
ls it plausible that the technology will continue tobe developed at all?
The answer to this question can bea clear yes. The expected system stability will remain
large since wind energy can contribute to one of the major issues on the international political agenda (climate change). Also in case the political agenda will leave the climate
issue raad retake the issue of finite resources, or other environmental emission problems,
wind energy cma cont’mue to play a role raad will continuo tobe stimulated. The convergent stability of the development of wind energy technology is ensured by the largo number of actors (in many different countries) that are involved in its development, the largo
degree of materialisation in terms of growing number of wind turbines installed each
year, the maturing structure ofthe wind turbine industry (with around ten largo producers
and many component suppliers) aud because of the nu-going geographical expansion of
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markets for wind turbined (reducing the risk of contingencies with regard te wind turbine
stimulation programs in specific countries).
Will the direction of the development remain the same or will its course be altered?
Investment tests, performance and noise reduction have heen the major focusses of development. There is no ïeason te believe that this will change, at least net for on-shore
wind turbines. For off-shore wind turbines the noise-issue is less relevant, whieh will allow a further increase in performance. On the ether hand off-shore wind turbines might
require some adaptation te new environments, requiring new learning experiences. The
focus might shitt te the development ofturbines that require as little maintenance as possible.
ls it plausible that the progress ratio observed will stay the same, or will it decrease/
increase?
In periods of high R&D intensities (e.g. expressed in $ R&D/kW sold), the progress ratio
in general is Iower than in periods of lower R&D intensities (see e.g. Messner, 1997 ),
given that the structure of the teehnological developments do net ehange. In the case of
wind, however, ene of the stability indicators, i.e. the actor-interrelatedness is about te
change in a certain sense. As Jorgensen and Karnoe (1995) report, during the 1980’s and
the early 1990’s the wind turbine community in Denmark bas been split up in two. The
first line of development was a top-down approach, a line of planned research aad development programmes which were aiming at the design ofthe ’optimum’ wind turbine of
sufficient size directly. This approach has resulted in several large R&D wind turbines in
the range of I MW te 3 MW. This strategy has net yielded cost-effective wind turbines.
The ether approach was a bottom-up approach, based en leaming-by-doing/usiug etc. in
which the small turbines were scaled-up step by step. Jorgensen and Karnoe report that
between 1978 te 1989 the second approach was sustained by the govemment with 210
million Dkr of market support and 116 million Dkr of research support for innovation.
Al1 the ether R&D expenditures have been in the realm of the top-down approach, and
thus have net contributed te the costs decrease of wind turbine prizes. Also in ether
countries the two different approaches existed. Several large R&D wind turbines have
heen constructed e.g. in Germany, the United States and Sweden. In determining the
R&D intensity of the wind turbine development these figures should net be raken into

What does this mean for the future R&D intensity and progress ratio of wind turbines?
What can be observed is that the two lines currently come together. The bottom-up approach has led te wind turbines in the size of 1 MW te 2 MW, the same size as the topdown approach bas been aiming at from the early 1980’s en. This means that some
knowledge needed for the optimisation of large wind turbines has already been generated
in the past, that test facilities are already available and learning experiences with the operation of large wind turbines for Ionger period has already been gathered. This means
that in the short terra it can be expected that sôme ofthe gains of past top-down approach
efforts will have a positive influence en the progress ratio of wind turbine development.
This means that it ean be expected that the progress ratio of wind turbines will at least
remain the same in the future, and net become less favourable, as might be expected from
the argument that wind turbines are still in an ’R&D phase’ (Messner, 1997).
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3.4.2 PV
ls there a historical trend from which a historical progress ratio can be determined?
As reported by Neij (1997) Williams and Terzin (1993) have determined the progress ratio for PV of 0.82 for the period 1976-1992. ECN-data on the period between 1980 and
1995 show a value of 0.8l (sec Chapter 4). What is interesting is that Neij reports about
another study (Cody anti Tiedje, 1997) covering the period 1976-1988, that leads toa
progress ratio of 0.78. This lower progress ratio probably is due toa higher R&D intensity in terras ofR&D dollars per kW sold on the marker in the period 1976-1988 than in
the period 1976-1992 or 1980-1995.
Is it plausible that the technology will continue to be developed at all?
Again a clear yes, for the same reasons as mentioned for wind.
Will the direction of the development remain the same or will its course be altered?
There is no reason to believe that the focus on cost reduction raad performance improvement will change in the development of photovoltaics.
Is it plausible that the progress ratio observed will stay the same, or will it decrease/
increase?
As the market is growing fast each year (a 40% increase between 1996 and 1997 (De
Lange, 1998)) the R&D budgets should rise at a same pace to keep the progress ratio on
track. There are signs that this is going to happen. The Netherlands budget for PV for instance has doubled recently (De Lange, 1998). But in the long terra, as the market growth
goes on, research funding might shift from public research to private research (with less
ope~ interaction between the different research activities) and the overall R&D intensily
mig~at decrease. This means that it cannot be expected that the progress ratio ofPV will
become mach lower than 0.81.

3.4.3 Fuel Cells
Is there a historical trend from which a historical progress ratio can be determined?
The development of fuel cells antil today bas mainly heen an R&D-oïiented development. With the exception of applications in spacecraft there bas been barely any market
introduction efforts umill the early 1990’s. Since a few years a few hundred 200 kW installations have been sold on the global market. What can be determined is a trend over
time (sec Figure 3.3, derived ~om Schaeffer, 1998). With the help of an internal crude
estimation of the cumulative capacity of all kinds of demonstration fuel cells during the
years (also based on Schaeffer, 1998), the progress ratio for the period 1962-1997 can be
estimated to be 0.66. This low value reflects the high R&D intensity of the development
of fuel cells. It also illustrates that a low progress ratio is hot always favourable for the
technology, beeause this progress ratio is achieved by producing very little capacity and
allocating much R&D to the technology. In this way the time it takes to getto a commercial product might take many decades. The only commercial manufacturer of fuel cells
claims to currently achieve a progress ratio in its manufacturing of fuel cells of 75%
(Whitaker, 1998 ).
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Figure 3.3 Historica1 speciJìc costs of fuel cells
Is it plausible that the technology will continue to be developed at all?
There are many reasons why the answer to this questions can be confirmed. The fuel cell
is currently getting much attention and is widely seen as one of the technologies that can
significantly contribute to the resolution of the climate change issue. As has been explained in 3.3.2 fuel cells have achieved a large degree of stability by a complex kind of
actor-dynamics. Most of the stability actor-related stability indicators point to a continuing number of activities in the fuel cell area. Recently the involvement of tbc automobile
and oil industry and their commonly shared expectation that there will be fuel cell ears
for sale in 2004 have introduced an important strategie game component into fuel cell
development. Because of the mutual expectation among the automobile manufacturers
that the competitors will strive for a commercial fuel cell car by 2004, large resources are
directed to achieve this goal, in order hot to miss the boat.
Will the direction of the development remain the same or will its course be altered?
Costs and performance (in terms of efficiency and power density) will remain the major
issues in research.
ls it plausible that the progress ratio observed will stay the same, or will it decrease/
increase?
It is hot very plausible that, as markets for fuel cells will be developed, the progress ratio
will remain on the low historical values of 0.66 or 0.75. An estimation that is in line with
this insight (Thomas, James and Lomax, 1998) gets toa progress ratio of 0.82 This result
is based on an expert estimate ofhow much a fuel cell car will cost when produced in series of 300,000 cars, compared to an estimation of what the current production of one
single car would cost. Out of these estimation a progress ratio can be calculated.
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3.5 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter several generic issues that are encountered when implementing endogenous technological learning into energy tr~odels have been diseussed. In the first place the
need for endogenous alignment of technology characterisations bas been discussed. In
addifion an approach to perform this ali~nment i.e. by defining key technologies has been
proposed. In the third place the appropriate level of aggregation of teclmology descriptions in model databases has been discussed. Fourth, the importance for a balanced
choice of learning technologies has been emphasised.
In addition to these genedc issues a broad framework bas been presented that can help in
assessing whether observed historical trends can be expected to continue and can be used
in energy modeling activities. The application to three energy technologies has illustrated
that no extensive analysis is needed for each teclmology. A short analysis can be sufflcient to decide wetlaer historical or higher or lower values of progress ratios will be the
best estimate for the future.
The conclusions with regard to the three technologies is as follows: the progres ratio of
wind turbines will at least stay the same, and might decrease in the near future as the
benefits of a separate top-do~vn development line will become available to the prevailing
bottom-up development line. The progress ratio of photovoltaics might increase a little as
the technology is moving from a R&D-oriented period toa market-oriented period, but it
might also stay the same (0.81) since the exponential marker gro~vth is accompanied by a
growth in R&D expenditures as well. For fuel cells the estimafion of the value of the
progress ratio of 0.82 corresponds well to the observation on the one hand that hitherto
the development of fuel cells bas heen largely R&D-oriented (implying that future progress ratios will be less favourable) and at the other hand the toost recently observed value
ofthe progress ratio is 0.75.
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4. TECHNOLOGY LEARNING IN
MARKAL-EUROPE
Testing the performance of a concept for endogenised technology learning for MARKAL
modelling purposes sets specific requirements to the model database used. Several arguments f~~oured the selection ofthe recently developed MARKAL-EUROPE database, as
already presented in Section 2.3.
Obviously, the incorporation of the concept of endogenised learning into the MARKAL
database requires additional data on specific technology learning parameters. Furthermore, a selection is needed of technologies for which endogenisation of technology
learning could be appropriate. This implies that a selection procedure bas tobe dewloped and applied, using criteria defining whether endogenisation of technology learning
for a technology is appropriate or not.
In the first section some criteria are discussed which can be used to select technologies
for which endogenisation of technology learning is appropriate. One of these criteria refers to technologies being a key technology within prospective energy systems. Therefore, the second section describes the selection of key technologies from the MARKALEUROPE database, refering to the methodology for technology characterization described in Chapter 3. In Section 4.3 key technologies are choosen which match the selection criteria for endogenisation of technology learning. For these technologies the learning parameters reqnired for the learning version of MARKAL and other modifications of
the MARKAL-EUROPE database are determined. The chapter is concluded with main
f’mdings in Section 4.5.

4.1 Criteria for endogenisation of technology learning
Learning of energy tectmologies refers to improvement of technology parameters, as for
instance costs, performance and reliability, for every newly produced unit. Obviously,
improvement of energy or environmental performance could require higher investment
costs. Here, endogenisation of technology learning is limited to endogenisation of the
relatíonship between investment eost reduction and the total amount of produced units
(cumulative installed capacity).
Technologies which are eurrently in the end-phase of technology development, as for instanee steam turbines, only show small reductions of investment costs for newly installed
units. Applying endogenised learning for these technologies will hot largely influence the
MARKAL model outcomes, since improvement of investment costs can be assessed
quite accurately and exogenously included in the model database. Therefore, some criteria have to be defined which can be used to select teclmologies for which endogenisation
oftechnology learning conld be beneflcial for out modelling purposes.
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It appears that endogenisation of technology learning is appropriate for teclmologies
which match (one of) the following selection criteria:
¯ large potential of technology [earning (reduction of investment costs),
¯ large expected impact oftechnology learning on model outcomes,
¯ a key technology within prospective energy systems; key technologies are here defined as technologies which are clearly distinctive with respect to the applied energy
conversion process (sec also Sections 3.2.2 and 4.2),
¯ presence of a direct competing technology with endogenised learning.
Conceptual tec[mology development characterization issues, as discussed in Chapter 3,
help to analyse whether technologies match the above described criteria or not. For instance, it can be seen that solar cells could match with the selection criteria. Solar cells
are in an early phase of technology development, whereas large potentials for investment
costs reduction are anticipated. Furthermore, iarplementation of solar cells could induce
large environmental benefits and can be seen as a key technology for small scale demand
side applica’fions, as well as for large scale power supply side options, gndogenisation of
technology learning for solar cells necessitates also the incorporation of technology
learning for wind power: technology learning of wind power could be closely linked to
the marker development of solar cells, since both technologies operate on the renewable
electricity marker.
It appears that all technologies which are currently included in the MARKAL-EUROPE
database are based on speeific applications and combinations of key technologies. This
implies that technology development and, related, the marker prospects of database technologies are extensively determined by key technologies hacorporated in them. Tharefore, Section 4.presents key technologies from the MARKAL-EUROPE database which
are relevant with respect to technology development.

4.2 Selection of key technologies
The database MARKAL-EUROPE consists of more than 500 energy technologies, conscientiously selected to realize modelling objectives as the assessment of future prospects
for energy technologies and energy policy instruments. Usually, for one specific technology a variety of potential markets or applications can be defined. For instance, in the
MARKAL-EUROPE database three distincdve solar cells are specified, i.e. solar cells
located in Middle Europe, solar cells located in Southern Europe aod solar cells located
in Southern Europe generating electricity for the rest of Europe. The distinction is based
on the fact that the performance of solar cell systeras strongly depends on the prevailing
intensity and amount of sun hours. This implies that solar cells located in Southern
Europe have considerably higher capacity load factors than solar cells located in the rest
of Europe. Obviously, extra costs and losses arise if the eleetrieity produced is transported over long distances. Consequently, electricity generation costs of solar cells can
vary substantially over the European continent, which justifies the applied distinction
into three categories.
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The MARKAL-EUROPE database actually consists of a limited amount of so-called key
technologies. Key technologies are here defined as technologies which are elearly distinctive with respect to the applied energy conversion process. E.g. the electric heat pump
is eonsídered tobe a key technology for futare energy systems: the database consists of
about 20 distinctive electric heat pump applications, varying from applications for
households (hearing, washing/drying, combination with solar boiler), services (hearing
for small and large size buildings) and the industry (low temperature heat for small and
large size applications). Other key technologies in the database are for instance gas turbines (peaking plants, CHP units, combined cycle units, integr~ted gasification units),
industrial boilers, boilers for residential applications, steam turbines, gasification processes and barners.
AII technologies which are currently included in the MARKAL-EUROPE database are
based on specific applications and combinations of key technologies. This implies that
technology development and, related, the marker prospects of database technologies are
strongly determined by key technologies. When technology learning is considered to depend on the market development of technologies (i.e. cumulative installed capacity), it
should be realized that technology learning of a specific key technology is detarmined by
the market development of all technologies in which that specific key technology is applied. Therefore, the incorporation of the concept of endogenised technology learning
into a bottom-np model requires definítion of key tectmologies. Moreover, endogenisation of learning of a specific key technology links learning of different technologies in
which the key technology is applied. As an illustrafion, this facilitates the analysis ofthe
role of niche-marker development on technology development as a whole.
From the MARKAL-EUROPE database a set of key technologies can be derived, which
are currently included in the defined database technologies and representative with respect to teclmology development. Table 4.1 provides an overview of selected key technologies.
The conceptual technology characterization issues as described in Chapter 3 belps to
overlook small technology differences which do hot substantially direct the development
of technologies. A distinction between unit sizes (low and high capacity wind power),
performances (new gas turbines, high efficient residential boilers) or materials applied
(solid oxide fuel cell, mo[ten carbonate fuel cell) should only be applied when they are
considerably directing the technology development process. On the other hand, to facilitate incorporation of the concept of endogenised technology learning with an adequate
defined database, the model user is enforced to analyse the technologies of the model
database ranch more from a component point of view, since many key technologies are
embodied in database technologies as their ma’m components.
In the next section key teclmologies are chosen which match the selection criteria as discussed in section 4.1.
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Table 4.10verview of key technologies MARKAL-EUROPE database (indicative)
Supply technology/Demand device
Key technology
supply
Nuclear reactor
supply
Gas turbine
supply
Hydro-turbine
supply
Steam turbine
supply
Wind turbine
High capacity (power generation, indt~strial) boilersupply
supply
Gasifier
supply
Solar cell
supply/demand
Fuel cell
Burner
supply/demand
supply/demand
End-of-pipe flue gas cleaning process
demand
Electric heat pump
demand
Absorption heat pump
demand
lnten~al combustion engiue
demand
Electric motor
deroand
Battery
Heat exchangers
demand
demat~d
Low capacity (buildings, hot~seholds) boiler
demand
Solar boiler
Coated glass
demand
Insulation materials
demand

4.3 Selection of key technologies with endogenised learning
Some of tbc selected key teehnologies as listed in Table 4.1 are already in the end-phase
of technology development (reduction of investment eosts), as for instance steam turblues and industrial boilers. Others are cun’ently mainly learning on performance parameters (burners, gas turbines) or still R&D driven with respect to 1echnology development (solar cells, fuel cells). Yhe criteria for endogenisation of technology learning discussed in Section 4.1 can be used to select key teehnologies for which endogenisation of
technology learning could be appropriate. Tbc impact of endogenised technology learning on the computational performance of the MARKAL model obliges us to limit the
amount oftechnologies for which endogenisation oftechnology learning can be applied.
Table 4.2 gives an overview of selected technologies for which endogenisation of technology learning w]ll be applied in the experiments reported here.
Table 4.2 G~’erview of selected key technologies with endogenised learning
Key te¢hnology
Comments
Wind power
Omit old/new distinction, only on-shore
Fuel cell
Omit fuel cell type, only transportation
Solar cell
Omit different applications EU-region
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The selection is based en several arguments: for wind power, fuel cells and solar cells a
largo potential of technology learning (reduction of investment costs) is expected. Furthermore, they are key technologies in many deíined database technologies. Wind power
and solar eells are direct competitors en the renewable electricity marker. Fuel cells can
be applied for supply side options as well as for demand side applications. Gastarbines
also match the criteria. Gas turbines currently mainly learn en performance parameters
(efficiency), but are a key technology in many dofined database technologies and therefore relevant for analysis of the impact of niche-market development en technology development as a whole. Gas turbines are net yet defined as key technologies in the
MARKAL-EUROPE database, but modelled as components within energy teclmologies.
Therefore, gasturbines are in this stage of the learning experiments net yet taken into account. Also wind power, fuel cells and solar cells are net yet defined as key technologies,
bnt modelled as single technologies representing the similar options for these technologies in the MARKAL-EUROPE database.

4.4 Determination of leanaing parameters
Incorporation of the relation between investment costs and the total anaount of produced
units (cttmulative installed capacity) in the MARKAL model requires definition of additional equations and additional data en specific technology learning parameters (sec sectien 2.2.3). Actually, the learning curve as implemanted in MARKAL requires 4 parameters related te technology learning:
1. technology progress ratio,
2. initial investment costs ofthe technology in start year,
3. initial eumulative installed capacity of tbc technology in start year,
4. maximum cumulative installed capacity ofthe teclmology over entire time horizon.
For technologies which are already operational, historical data en the development of investment costs and installed capacity can be collected and analysed. ECN developed a
accounting framework te determine learning parameters from historical data. Analysis of
data en the historical development of investment costs of technologies, such as wind
power and solar cells, indicated that the determination of learning parameters based en
historical data should be carried out carefully. Technology learning oftan shows different
phases, for inatance a phase which eombines largo technology ímprovements, but limited
marker penetration (techtaologies in R&D oriented phase), and a phase were technology
improvement is mainly driven through market penetration. Extrapolatiou of R&D oriented phase data (of for instance solar cells) eould lead te an overestimation of teclmology learning.
Chamcterization of technology development, as described in Chapter 3, supports adequate analysis of historical data. Moreover, it allocates the main factors influencing tech~~ology learning, which helps te estimate learning parameters for technologies for which
historical data are inaccurate or lacking, since net yet available en the marker. Another
basis for estimation of learning parameters can be foand in the development of investment costs of tecbnologies included in bottom-up models as for instance NEMS (E/A,
1998), GENIE (Mattson, 1998), MESSAGE (Messner, 1997) and POLES (Criqui, 1998).
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The historical world-wide development of investment tests of wind power, gas turbines
mld solar cells follows a leaming trend (sec Figure 4.1-4.3), showing that at every doubling of cumulative installed capacity of these technologies the investment costs deelined
more or less at a constant rare. The progress ratio can easily be assessed from trend line
approximation of the historical data. The historical data of the gas turbine show two
phases, which are different with respect te the progress ratio. The progress ratio of the
second phase (0.9), which is often considered te be the phase directed by market developtocht, is larger than the overall progress ratio (0.88). Figure 4.4 shows the large impact
of the progress ratio en the development of the investment tests. The progress ratio of
wind power (0.9) is quite large compared te the progres ratio of gas turbines (0.88) and
solar cells (0.81).
The initial investment costs can be taken from time serie analysis of the eumulative installed capacity of the technology, using the trend line approximation, while for the initial cumulative installed capacity of existing technologies EU statistics could be used.
For candidate technologies which are net yet available en the marker, a suitable start
value for the initial cumulative installed capacity has te be chosen. The value of the
maximum cumulative installed capacity over the entire time horizon could be derived
from physical bounds en the installed capaeity or a maximum marker share in the end
year.
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Figure 4.1 Development ofinvestment costs windpowerworldwide
(De Lange et al., 1999)
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of technology learning on investment costs of wind power, gas
turbine and photovoltaic cells
h~ Table 4.3 the values ofthe technology learning parameters as chosen for the base case
model runs are given. The progress ratios and initial investment costs of wind power and
solar cells are based on the above presented trend lines. The initial values for the investment costs and the cttmulative installed capacity of fuel cell cars are hot well known.
Therefore, the learning parameters ofthe fuel cell car, as given in the Table 4.3, are also
based on expert ideas about end-values of the investment costs anti cumulative installed
capacity. Aetually, the minimum achievable end-value ofthe investment costs, coming to
about 8840 ECU/veh, is lower than the current average investment costs level of gasoline
cars (11000 ECU/veh), whereas the end-value of the cumulative installed capacity (1030
PJ/yr) is in line with the current demand for gasoline cars in the EU.
Incorporating endogenised technology learning for gas turbines first requires definition
of the gas turbine as a separate key technology in the model database. Therefore, at this
stage ofthe project endogenised technology learning is not yet applied to the gas turbine.
The amount of possible doublings (n) of the cumulative installed capacity, as indireetly
set by the initial value and end-value ofthe cumulative installed capacity, is illustrative
for the maximum potential of technology leaming as gNen to a tecla~ology. Obviously,
the factor n depends fl.om the region modelled. For instance, gas turbines have, as part of
many installed combined heat and power technology, already raken a large share of their
potential marker in the Netherlands. Therefore, the factor n for gas turbines is substantially smaller for an energy system model of the Netherlands than for a world model.
This could lead to inconsistent assumptions on technology learning parameters for the
Netherlands, since technology learning of gas turbines is directed by global marker development. The modeler should be aware of the impact of such inconsistencies, induced
by regional differences, on the model results.
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Taöle4.3 Values of technology learning parameters for wind power, solar cells and fuel
cell car, as used for the Base case
Technology
Wind (on-shore) Solar PV
Fuel cell car
Progress ratio

0.90

0.81

Initial values
lnvestment costs

950 ECU/kW

5000 ECU/kW 10745 ECU/GJyr
(eq. to 78550 ECU/veh)
100 MW
0.5 PJ/yr
2000
2000

Cumulative installed capacity 5500 MW
Year
2000

0.82

End values
Cumulative installed capacity 320000 MW 160000 MW 1030 PJ/yr
Maximum doublings n
5.9
10.6
11.0
lnvestment costs
522 ECU/kW
531 ECU/kW 1209 ECU/GJyr
(eq. to 8840 ECU/veh)
Year
2050
2050
2050

4.5 Summary and conclusions
All technologies which are currently included in the MARKAL-EUROPE database
(about 500) are based on specific applications and combinations of key technologies
(about 20), i.e. teehnologies whieh are clearly distinctive with respect to the applied energy conversion process. This implies that technology development and, related, the market prospects of database technologies are extensively determined by key technologies.
Therefore, incorporating the concept of endogenised technology learning into a bottomup model requires definitiou of key technologies and thus a re-evaluation ofthe reference
energy system.
Criteria to select technologies for which endogenisation of technology learning could be
appropriate are the expected potential of technology learning of the technology, the expected impact of technology learning on modelling outcomes, the role of the technology
as a key tecbnology within prospective energy systems, and relevance of competition
with other technologies for which endogenised technology learning is incorporated in the
model.
Selected technologies matching the criteria for endogenisation of technology learning are
the key technologies wind power, solar cells and fnel cell cars. For these technologies
values oftechnology learning parameters, tobe used for Base cases, have been assessed.
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5. DEFINITION OF BASE CASE AND VARIANTS
This chapter presents an outline of the base cases and variants with which the MARKAL
model with endogenous technological change has heen tested en the MARKALEUROPE database, It should be rtoted that the underlying scenario and model results of
these eases are net meant te derive policy recommendations en specific technologies or
en any ether aspects. The results (reported in Cbapter 6) are solely meant te evaluate
whether the concept of endogenous technological change is feaslble for the MARK_AL
model, notably for relatively large and complex MARKAL databases.

5.1 Base case
The base case selected corresponds te the base case of the Ratioual Perspective (RP) scenario as outlined in (Ybema et al., 1997). For completeness, the next paragraph presents
a brief description ofthis RP scenario. More details can be found in (Ybema et al., 1997).
Rational Perspective can be characterised as an ecologically driven scenario. The process
of global economie integration will lead te more collective public action in this scenario.
The cooperation between countries will be more efficient in order te deal with complex
common problems. Heavy polluters and energy intensive industries will lose ground te
more environmentally benign sectors like services. Widespread penetration of new, more
efficient demand and supply technologies is facilitated. This streng penetratìon will be
reached by setting efficiency standards, removing existing barriers for the introduction of
efficietat technologies and by active energy service companies which carry out costeffective efficiency improvements for end-users, etc. The above mentioned policy shifls
are driven by environmental concerns and concerns about efficiency throughout society.
It is noted that the Rational Perspective base case does net assume specific policy te reduce CO2 emissions.
The base case defined te evaluate the MARKAL model with endogenous learning incorporates some changes compared te the original RP base case; see Table 5.1. These
changes have been implemented te obtain a case that is very well suited for comparison
of various model formulatioas (e.g., models with and without endogenous learning) and
for comparison of various input parameter values. Important changes are the aggregation
ofthe solar PV technologies and large wind turbine technologies into ene for each type.
This as an approximation of the key technology concept that is net yet implemented in
the model code; sec section 4.2. As an alternative te using upper investment or capacity
bounds in the model, maximum growth faetors have heen introduced in the model for all
technologies with learning. A maximum aanual growth rare of 20% was set for the installed capacity; sec also Appendix A. These growth factors give the model flexibility te
chose a capacity expansion trajectory and at file same time puts a tap en inter-period increases in capacity.
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Table 5.1 Changes compared to original base case Rational Perspective
(MARKAL-EUROPE 1. O, Lako & Ybema, 1997)
Technology or
parameter
Solar PV

Change

One solar PV technology instead ofthe three solar PV technologies
flor three different geographical regions of Western Europe)
Wind turbine
One wind turbine technology instead ofthe three original wind turbine technologies
lnvestment and Removal of all investment and capacity lower and upper bounds on
capacity bounds solar PV, fuel cell car, and large wind turbine technologies, except
for:
- the wind turbine lower capacity bound in 2000 (5.5 GW) and
- the maximum investment bound on onshore wind turbines
(reflecting a public planning constraint, assumed to amount to about
320 GW for the period 2000-2050)
Growth rate
Maximum annual ~owth rare of 20% for solar PV, fuel cell car,
and large wind turbine technologies
Time horizon
Restriction to the first seven time periods 1990-2050, each period
denoted by its midyear, e.g. 2000 stands for the years 1995-2005
It should be noted that market deployment controlling parameters like capacity and investment bounds and growth limits should be used carefally in conjunction with endogenous learning. For a more detailed discussion on this issue see Appendix A.

5.2 CO~ policy variants
Policies to reduce future emissions of carbon dioxide (COz) can have a very large impact
on the development of the future energy system (e.g., see (Ybema et al., 1997; IEAETSAP, 1997)). Since both the long terra global targets for CO2 emissions and the distribution of emission permits across the globe are uncertain, it is uncertain how much CO~
is allowed tobe emitted from Western Europe.
Two kinds of CO2 policy variants have been defined, which merely serve to show their
impact on the development of the future energy system:
1. The first CO2 policy variant consists of posing a limit to the annual CO~ emissinn
from the year 2010 on. The limit used is taken as 8% below the 1990 level of emíssion (3224 Mt CO2/year), and hence ends up at 2967 Mt CO:/year. This limit should
be regarded as illustration and not as an implementation of what the EU will do as
follow-up to the Kyoto agreement. An alternative and perhaps more uppropriate emission constraint would be cumulative limit (e.g. see discussion in Section 2.2 of (Lako
et al., 1998a)). The purpose of these variants is to show the implications for the levels
of investments in the tecinaologies with endogenous leaming, in particular for technologies tbat do hot eruit CO2 (like solar PV and wind turbines).
2. A second variant assumes a CO~ fax policy of 25 ECU/t CO~ in 2010 anti 50 ECU/t
CO2 in the periods 2020-2050. This variant leads toa lower emission path than with
the 8% reduction variant, see Figure 5.1.
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tax, no tearning

Figure 5.1 C02 emissions in base case, C02 -8% case, and C02 tax case, eonventional
LP model without endogenous learning

5.3 R, D&D variants
Adopti~g the concept of endogenous learning, several R,D&D linterventions can be considered that aim to speed up the market penetration of new technologies. Three types of
R,D&D variants have been defined, each with the potential to Iower the technology investment cost, such that the technology can become cost-effective within the time horizon ofthe model. For the sake ofthe assessment it is assumed the R,D&D activities will
return the anticipated results.
l. R&D leading to lower initial cost
Dedicated R&D efforts aimed at lowering the (initial) cost of a technology ean speed
up the paee with which it becomes competitive. For example, a technical breakthrough can imply a break in the cost trend. By comparing results in terms of overall
system cost with and without the assumed R&D activity, its potential benefits can be
assessed and compared against the R&D expenditures. To illustrate this option, the
initial investment cost of tbc fuel cell car was lowered from 78500 ECU/veh to 58500
ECU/veh (about 25% reduction). Note that with the progress ratio assumed this cost
reduction is the equivalent of a deployment impulse of about 3 times the initial cumulative capacity.
2. Demonstration projects/Market stimulation
Demonstration projects could be a means to increase the experience with a technology
and hence to reduce investment cost. Such experience can be factored into the model
by adding a lower bound on the investment in new capacity in the first period(s),
thereby foreing an accelarated learning trajectory. As an illustration, lower bounds on
the capacity of solar PV bas heen set in the early periods (2000-2020) in an attempt to
make it more cost-effective thereafter.
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3. R&D leading to better progress ratio
The progress ratio is the parameter indicating the investment cost reduction with each
doubling of the cumnlative installed capacity (sales) of the technology. Although ïhe
relationship ofR&D and the progress ratio is unclear (in fact: the progress ratio and
the experience curve concept are a representation of an aggregate of factors influencing the technology investment cost reduction), one could imagine a better (i.e. lower)
progress ratio as a result of dedieated R&D efforts. It must be assumed that continued
R&D supports are needed to bring about such a lasting improvement. As an illustration, the progress ratio ofthe solar PV has heen reduced from 0.81 to 0.78, 0.75, and
0.72. Note that recently reported experiments with the GENIE model includes stochastic learning with respect to the progress ratio (Mattsson, 1998). Also, PSI bas implemented a similar two-stage stochastic programming approach in the ERIS prototype (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998b).
The three R,D&D variants consider the possible impacts on technology leaming; see tigure 5.2 for an overview oftheir potential impact on future investment cost.
100

Iower progress ratio

Cumulative installed capacity

Figure 5.20verview of the three Ó,pes of R, D&D variants (indicative): lower initial
investment costs (variant 1); higher initial cumulative capacity (variant 2);
and lower progress ratio (variant 3)

It should be noted that in all three cases above, the costs of additional R,D&D programmes can be compared with the benefits it could have on the energy system cost, thus
enabling a cost-benefit analysis of such policy interventions.

5.40ther sensitivity variants
Robnstness of model results with respect to input data for key learning parameters is very
important. In particular, small changes in parameter settings that generate solutions that
are entirely different in the cost-effective technologies are hot desirable. Therefore, a variety of experiments have been carried with the MARKAL-EUROPE MIP model to test
the robustness with respect to the items outlined below.
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Definition of cases and variants
Learning parameters
Each technology k with endogenous learning is characterized by fout specific input parameters determining the investment cost development:
1. initial specific investment cost (SC0),
2. initial cumulative capacity (Ck.0),
3. progress ratio (pr), and
4. maximum eumulative capacity (Ck,m,x).
The combhaation of these parameters determines the ’learning potential’ of the technology. E.g. the ratio of maximum and initial cumulative capacity determines the number of
doublings n, and heuce the amount of possible cost reductiou (pr ~). So, the min’~mum
specific cost that can be achieved is:
SC~ x pr"
Table 5.1 presents the maximum cost reductions for the base case; for more details sec
also Section 4.4.
Table 5.1 Maximum cost reduction for windpower, solar celL~ and fuel cell car, as used
for the Base case
Technology
Fuel cell car
Wind (on-shore) Solar PV
lnitial values (2000) 950 ECU/kW 5000 ECU/kW 10745 ECU/GJyr
(equivalent to 78550 ECU/veh)
Endvalues (2050) 522 ECU/kW 531 ECU/kW 1209 ECU/GJyr
(equivalent to 8840 ECU/veh)
Model formulations and accuracy of segmentation
In the com’se of this study, several altematives of the M1P learning curve formulation
have been tested. The results reported in the next chapter are based on the MIP formulation as added to the ERIS prototype by PSI (e.g. Kypreos & Barreto, 1998b, c, d). The
main difference in the formulation ECN used is the alternative segmentation scheme (sec
also Section 2.3) to improve the behaviour of technologies at the very beginning of their
learning curve. The uumber of segments and the segmentation scheme (location of kinkpoints) determine, together with the maximum cumulative capacity, the accuracy with
which the MIP problem approximates the non-linear cumulative cost curve. A drawback
of too many segments is the increase in the computational complexity as the number of
integer variables increase with the number of segments.
Number of technologies
The MARKAL-EUROPE database has over 500 different technologies (about 40 supplyside conversion, 140 process, and 330 end-use technologies). It is hot necessary to model
all of these technologies with endogeuous leamiug (if it would be feasible, given the
amount of additional data needed, and it would require a total re-evaluation of the model
to take into account the learning dependencies). However, the number of key technologies (about 20, as identified in Chapter 4) should, in principle, be modelled with endogenous learning. Two variants have been defined (with 5 and 10 technologies with endoge-
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nous learning, respectively) to get an indication of the computational burdens assoeiated
with running a more complex MARKAL-EUROPE MIP model.
Discount rate
The discount rate used in bottom-up optimisation models like MARKAL is an important
parameter that determines whether a technology becomes cost-effective or not. First,
technologies with relatively high capital costs will less easily become cost-effective if a
high discount rate is used. Moreover, the discount rare influences the balance betweun
short terra expenditures and long terra benefits arising for example from learning In the
base a discount rare of 5% is used. The use of a higher value would make a learning
technology less attractive, and might even lead toa ’lock-oat’ as the future benefits are
valued less than with a lower discount rate.
Solver options
The solution found cun depend on the settings of the solver used for the MIP problem.
For example, the Branch& Bound (B&B) algorithm of the MIP solver OSL requires a
relative optimality criterion (OPTCR). If this criterion is (close to) zero the solution generated will be optimal. However, this may require an excessive number of nodes
(branches) in the B&B algorithm, resulting in very large solution calculation times
(CPUs) or very high memory requirements (RAM). If the utunber of diserete variables
becomes too large (e.g. with many technologies with endogenous leaming or with a very
detailed segmentation scheme), solution times may be too large or the available memory
may pose a limit. Generally, MIP problems are computationally far more complex than
corresponding, similarly sized LP problems. The use of a less stringent optimality criterion may on theone hand lead to acceptable CPUs and RAM needed buton the other
hand to non-optimal solutions. The use of an appropriate set of solver parameters can aid
in generating optimal solutions within aceeptable solution time and memory requirements. In particular, the solver parameter defining the strategy for deciding on branching
in the B&B algorithm (STRATEGY) is important.

5.5 Surntnary of cases and variants
The next table summarizes the various cases and variants for the model runs reported and
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Table 5.20vevview of cases andvariants
Cases and variants Section in Descripfion
Ch. 6
~í 1
Base cases
Base
no learffmg
Basa case without and
leaming
with endogenous learning
CO~ poliey eases
-8 % CO~
CO~ tax

6.2

R,D&D cases
SC0 FCC -25%

6.3
6.3.1

SCoPV-40%
CAPIo PV
1-4
1-5-10
1-5-20

Annual CO~ limit from 2010 on
Taxon CO2 fl’om 2010 on

Initial specific investment cost Fuel Cell Car
down by 25%
6.3.1 lnitial specific investment cost solar PV down
by 40%
6.3.2 Lower capacity bound set on solar PV

6.3.3

Sensitivity cases
Cn0 FCC

6.4
6.4.1

06_lin, 06_log
10_lin, 10_log
20__fin, 20_log
0,5,10
Discount mie
STRATEGY
OPTCR

ECN-C--98-064

Leaming data for 3 tectmologies

Limit equals 92 % of 1990 level
Tax equals 25 ECU/tCO2 in 2010 and 50
ECU/tCO2 in 2020-2050

SC0 fl.om 78500 to 58500 ECU/veh
SC0 fl.om 5000 to 3000 ECU/kW

1 GW in 2000; 4 in 2010
1 GW in 2000; 5 in 2010; 10 in 2020
I GW in 2000; 5 in 2010; 20 in 2020

pr PV
0.78, 0.75, 0.72

Ck,~~ FCC

Data changed compared to Base casa

Progress ratio solar PV

fl.om 0.81 to 0.78, 0.75, 0.72

lnitial cumulative capacity Fuel Cell Car down fl.om 0.5 to 0.1 PJ/yr
by factor 1
6.4.1 Maximum cumulative capacity Fuel Cell Car fl.om 1030 to 3000 PJ/yr
increased threefo~d
6.4.2 Segmentation: Namber and location of
all sensitivity cases are based
breakpoints:
nn_loc, with nn-~lumber and loc=lin (linear,
on the CO2 tax case
equal distoa~ce) or loc--log (logarithmic)
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5

Number of leaming technologies

OSL solver options for MIP: branching
strategy and optimality criterion

0, 5 and 10 instead of 3 leaming
technologies, all based on CO~ tax case
fl‘om 5% to 2%
fl’om 48 to 1 (=OSL default)
fl.om 10"9 to 10.3
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6. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This chapter presents the r~sults of tbc various cases and variants defined in the Chapter
5. Seetion 6.1 shows the results of the two base eases: ene generated with the eonventional LP model (without ondogenous learning), and ene base case employing the MIP
model with endogenous learning. Section 6.2 presents the ¢orresponding CO2 policy
variants, and eompares the results with the base cases. Seetion 6.3 shows the results of
the impact that R,D&D polieies could have en the investment test development of technologies with endogenous learning, and hence en their eost-effectiveness. Finally, Sectien 6.4 contains the results ofthe sensitivity analyses.
The indicators for comparing all of these cases and variants are:
¯ development of hlstalled cumulative capacity (hence: of investment) of technologies
with endogenous learning,
¯ cost development of these technologies,
,, primary energy mix,
¯ electricity production sector, in particular the role of renewables (since two of the
three selected teehnologies are renewable),
¯ CO2 emissions,
¯ cost-benefit analysis of poliey instruments like a CO2 emission limit, CO2 tax, and research, development, and demonstration (R,D&D).

6.1 Base eases
The base case of the LP model (without endogenous learning) is denoted by ’Base, no
learning’. ’Base, learning’ denotes the MIP model with endogenous learning.
Comparison LP model without learning versus MIP model with learning
Al1 three seleeted teehnologies enter the solution for the ’Base, no learning’ case, although for the fuel cell car anti solar PV at negligible levels. These negligible levels are
equal te the lower bouods set en the capaeity. For the ’Base, learning’ case, only the
wind turbine enters the solution, with a stronger penetration than in the ’Base, no learning’ case, sec Figure 6.1. This is beeause with endogenous learning the investment test
can get much lower than was assumed in the ’Base, no learning’ (LP, about 550 ECU/kW
vs. 810 ECU/kW), sec Figure 6.2. The investrnent level reaches its maximum according
te the maximum investment bound en onshore wind turbines in the last five time periods
2010-2050. Over the entire time horizon the MIP model invests almost twice as much in
wind energy than the LP model.
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Figure 6.2 Specificinvestmentcostwind~ base case without(LP) andwith(M1P)
endogenous learning

6.2 C02 policy variants
The two CO2 policy variants are labeled as follows: ’-8°/o CO2, no learning’ and ’-8%
CO2, learning’ denote the variants in which the annual CO2 emissions from 2010 and
thereafter are 8% lo~ver than the 1990 annual emission level. ’CO~ tax, no leaming’ and
’CO2 tax, learning’ denote the variants in which a CO2 tax is imposed starting from 25
ECU/tCO2 in the period 2010 and 50 ECU/tCO2 in the periods thereafter. The expectatien is that a.o. renewable technologies will grow faster in the CO2 policy variants, ether
technologies expected te grow are natural gas based, energy saving, and more efficient
technologies.
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Comparison of base case versus C02 policy variants
The solutions with respect to wind energy are almost identical in all CO~ policy variants,
because wind energy is already at its maximum in the ’Base, learning’ case during 20102050. The only difference is an increased investment in 2000, up to its maximum in the
’CO2 tax, learning’ case. As a insult of the use of more wind energy (sec Figure 6.1 in the
previous section), the ’Base, learniug’ CO~ emission level rails below the ’Base, no
learning’ case, sec Figure 6.7.
Even with C02 emission limits or taxes on ~he model, the fuel cell car is still not costeffective in both CO~ policy variants, for both cases with and without endogenous learning. Possible reasons are: the initial costs are still too high, or the progress ratio (pr) is
hot small enough, or the cost reduction potential (see also Section 5.4, with prime indicator p?1, n the nnmber of doublings in cumulative capacity) is too low to arrive at competitive levels.
In the ’-8 % CO2’ reduction vadants, solar PV becomes barely cost-effective in the case
with no endogenous learning. With a CO~ tax imposed (the tax is much larger than the
marginal reduction cost of CO~ in the ’-8% COl’ case), solar PV becomes cost-effective,
sec Figure 6.3. In the case with learning,’CO~ tax, learning’, the maximum cumulative
capacity (set to 160 GW) bas already been reached in 2030. The model bas no possibility
to invest in the two periods thereafter (2040-2050), although it would be very cheap and
cost-effective to do so. Such a solution is hOt considered realistic, as it depends entirely
on the choice of parameters in the model. E.g. the maximum cumulative capacity could
be set higher enabling a further expansion after 2030, or an investment upper bound per
period could be used such that investments will be slowed down from 2020 to 2030 and
postponed until later time periods. E.g. the ixpansion from 2030 to 2040 is now more
than 100 GW; an investment bound of 40 or 50 GW per period could be set to smoothen
the expansion.
The ’CO~ tax, no leanfing’ variant employs even more solar PV, sec also Figure 6.3 and
Figure 6.4 (c). This is becanse this case is not bounded by the maximum cumulative capaeity, indicating the altready mentioned importance of bounds in the learning case
above. In fact, the two cases cannot be compared, since the ’COz tax, no learning’ case
bas more potential for solar PV than the ’CO2 tax, no learning’ case. As a result, the total
share of renewables in the electricity production becomes larger in the ’CO~ tax, no
learning’ case, sec Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. Consequenfly, the CO~ emissions are less in
the ’CO2 tax, no learning’ case than in the ’CO~ tax, learning’ case, sec Figure 6.7. To
compensate partly for the upper bound ou solar PV, the ’CO: tax, learning’ variant
chooses gas based technology to reduce CO2 emissions, sec Figare 6.6.
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Figure 6.7 C02 emissions in base cases and C02policy variants
Despite less cumulative capacity in the ’CO2 tax, leaming’ case compared to the ’CO2
tax, no learning’ case, the specific investment cost for solar PV becomes Iower than in
the ’CO2 tax, no leaming’ case which follows the exogenoos path ofthe ’Base, no learning’ case, see Figttre 6.8. Note that already for the year 2000, the cost in the ’CO~ tax,
leaming’ case drops to about 3400 ECU/kW, a value not really realistic given today’s
knowledge. In the ’-8% CO:, no learning’ case, solar PV is not employed at the cost remains at the initial level. This may indicate that the original exogenous investment cost
projection is hot consistent with the concept of ’leaming by doing’. Also, the ’actual’
progress ratio calculated from the model result of the ’CO2 tax, no learning’ case
amounts to 0.85, somewhat above the progress ratio used for the ’learning’ case (0.8l).
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6.3 R, D&D cases
Adopting the concept of endogenous learning, several R,D&D interventions can be considered that aim to speed up the market penetration of new technologies. Three types of
R,D&D variants have been defined, each with the potential to lower the technology investment cost, such that the technology can become cost-effective wíthin the time horizon of the model. More background on these cases has heen given in Section 5.3.

6.3.1 R&D leading to lower initial investment cost
Fuel cell car
The first R, D&D case entails a reduction in the initia! investment cost SC0 of the fuel
cell (FC) car, from 10745 to 8000 ECU/GJyr (equivalent to 78550 to 58500 ECU/veh,
respectively). This still does not make the FC car cost-effecfive in the base case. In combination with CO2 policy, the FC car enters the solution and capacity is installed up to its
predefined maximum cumulative capacity in, sec Figure 6.9 for the ’-8% CO2, learning’
cases. The maximum cumulative capacity value of 1030 PJ/yr appears tobe too low. This
is a similar behaviour as for solar PV in the ’CO~ tax, learning’ case (see Figure 6.3,
Section 6.2). Section 6.4 presents also results with an increased value of 3000 PJ/yr.
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[PJ/yr]
1250 .............................................................................
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,~,~~-8% CO2, learning, SC0 8000 ECU/GJyr
---~~-8% CO2, learning, SC0 10745 ECU/GJyr

Figure 6.9 Cumulative capaciiy FC car with SCo 10745 and 8000 ECU/GJyr (equivalent
to 78550 and SCo 58500 ECU/veh, respectively)
In case the FC car enters the solution with endogenous learning (with SC~ equa! to 8000
ECU/GJyr), the specific investment cost is below the level ofthe original (LP) ’-8% COl,
no learning’ case (without endogenous learning but with exogenously specified cost), sec
Figure 6.10. The two cost curves are similarly shaped. However, in the ’-8% CO2, no
leaming’ case, the FC car is not introduced and the exogenous cost projection is therefore hot consistent with the concept of learning by doing. The ’-8% COz, learning’ case
provídes a more consistent result.
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I
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I
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o ’/o C02, learning, SC0 10745 ECU/GJyr
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~-8% C02, no learning
-..e~~-8o% C02, learning, 6C0 8000 ECU/GJyr

Figure 6.10 Specific investment cost FC car with SCo equal to 10745 and 8000
ECU/GJyr (equivalent to 78550 and SCo 58500 ECU/veh, respectively)
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Cost-benefit analysis. The overall discounted energy systern costs (net present value) can
be used to calculate the benefit of reducing the initial specific investment cost. This
benefit equals tl~e differenee between the two corresponding ’-8% CO2~ leaming’ cases
and amounts to !435 MECU. This arnount can be seen as the benefits frorn the initial
cost reduction, or the returns to the R&D expenditure needed. This provides ma order of
magnitude for the R&D cost tobe spend at toost to achieve the initial cost reduction of
25%.
Initial cost reduction solar P V
Even with an initial cost reduction fl.om 5500 ECU/kW to 3000 ECU/kW (which is considered very low), solar PV does neither becorne cost-effective in the ’Base, learning’
case nor in the ’-8% CO2, learning’ case. The only way seerns to be to ’believe’ in a better progress ratio (than 0.81) or to assume a larger leamJng potential by increasing the
rnaxirnurn cumulative capacity (Ck. m~,), now set at 160 GW for the period 2000-2059.
The last R, D&D case reported in this section reports vafints to the ’Base, learning’ case
with three more favourable proga’ess rafios (0.78, 0.75, 0.72).

6.3.2 Demonstrafion projects and market stimulation
As an illustration of the role that demonstration projeets or market stimulation policies
can play, the capacity of solar PV bas been set to lower bounds in the early time periods
(2000-2020) in an attempt to make it cost-effeetive thereafler. Three different schernes
have been tested, as outlined below. The schemes cou]d also be seen as CO~ policy
measures aimed at stirnulating CO~ free options like solar power. Al1 of these schernes
are hot sufficient to get solar PV into the solution at higher levels than the specJfied
lnwer bounds.
Table 6.3 R&D cases solar PV; lower bounds set on eapacity
Case

2000

2010

2020

1-4
!
4
1-5-10
1
5
10
1-5-20
1
5
20
Note: t~e ’CO~ tax, leaming’ case with solar PV as e~st-effect’we opti~n had
solution levels of 0.5, 4,0, 25.6 GW in these periods.

An uther way for market stirnulation is to subsidise the technology temporarily, but this
type of stirnulation measure has hot heen investigated in the runs reported here.

6.3.3 R&D leading to more favourable progress ratios
IIASA uses a progress ratio of 0.72 for solar PV (Messner, 1997). As outlined in Section
4.3, ECN considers this value rather optirnistic and argues a value of 0.81 would be more
in line with observed trends, while it will probably beeome even higher in the future
(note: (Mattsson, 1997) reports a value of 0.82).
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Despite ofthis, three variants for the base case have been defined with lowered progress
ratios for solar PV: 0.72, 0.75, and 0.78. With 0.72 and 0.75, solar PV enters the solution.
Figure 6.11 shows the resulting decrease in specific investment cost. In 2030, a level of
about 200 te 300 ECU/kW is reached for a progress ratio of 0.72 and 0.75, respectively.
If cumulative capacity is allowed te be built above the pre-defined 160 GW, the model
would even get at lower costs. With 0.78, solar PV remains still net cost-effective in the
absence of CO~ policies.

5000
4000
3000
2000,
1000,
0
1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

...--.~.--~prO.78 ,,,~,,,,prO.75 .--..~~prO.72

Figure 6.11 Specijîc investment cost solar PV with three different lower progress ratios,
based en ’Base, learning ’ case

6.4 ether sensitivity variants
The previous section has already hightlighted the sensitivity of lhe model te initial cost
and progress ratios. The remainder of the section presents results en ether sensitivities.
More background has been discussed in Section 5.4.

6.4.1 Leaming parameters: initial and maximum cumulative capacity
The FC car has been used te test the sensitivity te these two input parameters. In fact,
they determine te a large extent tbc learning potential ofthe technology. The two variants
eomprise a reduction from 0.5 te 0.1 PJ/yr of the initial eumulative capaeity and an increase of tbc maximum cumulative capacity from 1030 te 3000 PJ/yr.
It appears that in both sensítivity variants the FC car becomes cost-eff~ctive; with a lower
initial cumulative capacity (0.1 PJ/yr) even without CO2 policy, sec Figure 6.12, case
’Base, learn’lng, Ck0 0A PJ/yr’. This case also results in the lowest test path, sec Figure
6.13. The maximum cumulative capacity has already heen reached in 2030, again an example of setting this value toe low (similarly as for solar PV in Section 6.2, Figuïe 6.3,
and in Section 6.3, Figure 6.9 for the FC car). With the maximum cumulative capacity
increased from 1030 te 3000 PJ/yr, the FC car becomes cost-effective in the ’CO~ tax’
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case (compare ’CO2 tax, learning’ with ’CO: tax, learning, Ckmax 3000 PJ/yr’ in Figure
6.12).
3000.
25002000
1500
1000
5OO
0
1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

--.~~-CO2 tax, ~e~aming, C~rnax 3000 PJ/yr .--~.-.~ Base, learnin9, CkO 0.1 PJ/yr
-~~~.-~ -8% CO2, learning, SC0 8000 ECU/GJyr ~CO2 tax, learning

Figure 6.12 Cumulative capacity FC car with other values for initial and maximum
cumulative capacity
For reIèrence, the ’COz tax, learning’ and ’-8% CO2, learning, SC0 8000 ECU/GJyr’ cases
are displayed too.
[ECU/Gjyr]

6000

~

4000 .................... .~

2000

2010
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2030

2040

2050

¯-.-6.--, C02 ta.x, teamipg
~ Base, no [eami~g
-..~---8% C02, leaming, SCO 8000 ECU/GJyr ~ C02 tax, leaming, Ckmax 3000 PJ/yr
-,~-- Base, learning, CkO 0.1 PJ/yr

Figure 6.13 SpeciJîc investment cost FC car with with other values for initial and
maximum cumulative capacity
For reference, íhe ’Base, no leaming’ and ’-8% CO2, leaming, SC0 8000 ECU/GJyr’ case5
are dlsplayed too.
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As an example ofhow endogenous learning can have an impact on the marker allocation
in a specific end-use demand sector, Figures 6.14 (a) and (b) show the market allocation
for the main end-use technologies in the passenger car sector. As can be seen, the FC car
takes over a lot of market share of the advanced gasoline car, once it bas become eosteffective.
With the original maximum cumulative capacity of 1030 PJ/yr, the FC car does not become cost-effective in the CO2 cases for both the learning and no learníng situation, see
Figure 6.!4 (a).
The FC car starts to penetrate the marker substantially from 2020 on, reaches its maxium
in 2040, and, due to the upper bound set on the cumulative capacity, looses market share
in 2050, see Figure 6.14 (b).
[PJ/yr]
2500 ............................................................................

iooo
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500

25O
o
199o

2000

2OlO
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2050

(a) CO2 tax, leaming and no learning, maximum cumulative capacity 1030 PJ/yr
2500

2250

[]Adv. gas~inecar

2000,
1750
1500.

1250.
1000.
750.
500.
250,

(b) C02 tax, leaming, maximum cumulative capacity increased from 1030 to 3000 PJ/yr
Figure 6.14 Market shares of gasoline/diesel/FC ca~s in two different cases for initial
and maximum cumulative capacity
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6.4.2 Model fonnulations and accuracy of segmentation
The formulation used is basically the same as reported in (Kypreos & Barreto,
1998b, e,d). The main difference is the use of an alternative segmentation scherne for the
cumulative cost curve. PSI bas also experimented with an alternative segrnentation
scheme (Kypreos & Barreto, 1998c; see also Section 2.2.3 ofthe underlying report). In
stead of an equally spaced (’linear’) segmentation, ECN also used a segmentation based
on a logarithmic division of the curnulative cost curve. Such a scheme results in smaller
sebnnents in the region where the cost reduction is significant and in larger segrnents
where the learning effect saturates. So, this ’logarithmic’ scherne has a sirnilar effect as
the alternative PSI segmentation.
These alternative segrnentation sehemes seem necessary for learning technologies that
are in their very initial phase of development or cornmercialisation or for technologies
that are hot even available right now but are expected in the near future.
Another parameter that affects the segmentation is the number of breakpoints used. The
larger the nurnber of breakpoints, lhe better the accuracy with which the curnulative cost
curve is estimated. In addition to the default number of breakpoints, 6, runs have heen
carried out for 10 and 20 breakpoints. Figure 6.15 shows the objective values in these
rtms, for the linear and logarithm scherne and for three different numbers of segments.
The more accurate the segmentation is, which means rnore segments or the logarithmic
segmentation, the larger the objective value is. This shows that the MIP formulation,
which inherently underestirnates the cost cornpared to the original non-linear formulation, gets rnore accurate with an increased number of segrnents and with the ’logarithmie’
segementation scheme. It should be noted that the rnarket penetration in all of these cases
did not differ. For these specific cases, this is caused by the fact that all 3 learning technologies are invested in up to their rnaximum anti remain cost-effective even with the
changed (higher) investment costs associated with them. For other cases, the market
penetration could change as a result ofan other segmentation, e.g. as observed in the PSI
experirnents with the MIP ERIS prototype (Kypreos & Ba~eto, 1998d).
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Objecf~ve
value
[MECU]
21970000

21965000

21960000

21955000

21950000
06_~Jn 06_log

lO_lin lO_log 20_lin 20_log

Figure 6.15 Objective value as function of segrnentation, depending of number of
segments and of location of breakpoints (C02 tax cases)
The drawback of a more accurate segmentation is an increase in solution time. Figure
6.16 shows the solution times needed in the CO2 tax cases. As a reference, the corresponding LP (CO~ tax, no learnit~g) case is given mo. The LP case takes 3,5 minutes to
solve (using an interior point method; a conventional simplex method would need more).
The MIP cases (CO~ tax cases with leanüng) need 13 to 55 minutes depending on the accuracy i.e. segmentation. As can be seen, the solution times increase with the number of
breakpoints. In addition, the logarithmic segmentation takes more time than a linear segmentation. In practice, it is important to find a good balance between the accuracy of the
segmentation and the execution time needed to solve the MIP problem.
CPU [hr:min]
1:00
0:50
0:40
0:30
0:20
0:10
0:00
LP 06_lin 06_log lO_lin lO_log 20_lin 20_~og

Figure 6.16 Solution times needed as function of segmentation, depending of number of
segments and of location of breakpoint~ (CO~ tax cases, learning, MIP)
(For refere~ce, the orig~nal LP case bas öeen displayed too)
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6.4.3 Number of technologies
The computational complexity of the MLP problem is a l imiting factor for the number of
leaming technologies. Too large a number may encounter excessive solution times or
memory requirements. To get an indication of the computational difficulties for the
MARKAL-EUROPE model, the number of learning technologies was increased to 5 and
10. Figure 6.17 shows execution times needed to solve these problems and a corresponding problem with 3 learning technologies and the original LP model (0 learning
technologies). As can be observed, the solution times increase significantly but remain
acceptable. AII runs were performed on a Pentium 166 Mhz PC with 64 Mb RAM. Note
that solution times may also depend on the input data. The two rtms with 10 technologies
had only a slight difference in input, but solution times were quite different.
CPU [hr:min]
2:00 ¯
1:40 ¯
1:20 -

1:00 0:40 -

0:20 0:00
0

3

5

lOa

lOb

Figure 6.17 Solution times needed as function of the number of learning technologies
(CO~ tax cctses, 0 - LP run, other are MIP runs with learning)
Given the about 20 key technologies as identified in Chapter 4, the conclusion is that
there seems to be no computational bottleneck in solving a large scale MARKAL model
ofthe size ofMARKAL-EUROPE with ~e MIP formulation for endogenous learning.

6.4.4 Discount rate
One sensitivity case with a lower rate, 2% in stead of 5%, showed that in that case solar
PV already becomes cost-effective in the moderate CO2 reduction case (-8% less compared to 1990 level from 2010 on). This illustrates that the use of a different discount
rare, in this case a lower value, can make a learning technology more cost-effective, and
will have effect on its learning. In particular for scenario studies with a long time horizon, the discount rare could also be interpreted as the ’social rare of time preference’ instead of directly related to the investment decision. In the former, more normative approach values of 2-3% seem more appropriate (Lako et al., 1998a).
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6.4.5 Solver options
The solver used for the MIP problems is OSL Release 2, version 1.3.055-033 (GAMS,
1998). Two OSL solver options appear tobe important for generating optimal solations
efficiently.
The first is the relative optimality criterion ’OPTCR’ that should be set small enough to
obtain global or nearly global optimal solutions. The default value of 0.1 (means within
10 % ofthe global solution) is hOt small enough. A value of 10-9 appears to be acceptable
for the MARKAL-EUROPE runs reported here: in all cases global optimal solutions
were generated. It should be noted that small values for this criterion increases the numher of nodes in the MIP Branch & Bound algorithm and hence the solution times and
memory requírements. For large scale problems, it may occur that global solutions cannot
be generated due to the limited capabilities of the PC used. The energy system analyst
then has to be satisfied with non-optimal solutions. The test runs reported here did not
have this problem, even for cases with a relatively large number of learning technologies
(and hence, a larger number of discrete variables in the MIP problem to solve).
A second, even more important parameter is the ’STRATEGY’ parameter that defines
the strategy for deciding on the way of branching in the Branch & Bound algorithm.
With the default value (STRATEGY=I), the algorithm was unable to generate (optimal)
solutions. Even for relatively large values of OPTCR ( 10-3, 10-4), too many nodes had to
be processed and tree information had to be saved, resulting in severe memory requirements beyond the capability ofthe PC used. With the STRATEGY parameter set to 48, a
combination of 16 and 32 using heuristics to compnte new pseudo-costs for all variables,
optimal solutions were generated efficiently. Experiments were also carried out with
STRATEGY=50, adding the ’2’ strategy. This strategy assumes a valid integer solution
has been fotmd before and is beneficial for restarting, e.g. by using the perturbation feature that has been ìmplemented in the ECN MARKAL MIP model.
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7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
7.1 Insights
The MIP formulation for learning curves as introduced to the energy systems analysis
MARKAL model (MMARKAL 2.2. version) generates (global) optimal solutions rather
efficiently. Hence, one important aspect of technology learning, the investment cost of an
energy technology, can now be calculated endogenously.
Close examination of a large scale MARKAL application, the MARKAL-EUROPE database, indicates that re-evaluation and redefining the reference energy system is instrumental to obtain consistent results. The resources needed for this task should not be underestimated. From the odd 500 technologies in the database, about 20 can be viewed as
so-called key technologies with respect to learning.
Collection ofthe additional input data needed is hot a trivial task. Examples are the progress ratios and the ultimate potential of a learning technology (both in terras of capacity
that can be installed and the ultimate cost). Significant uncertainties surround the estimates of progress ratios and the initial parameters for learning technologies that are still
in an early phase oftheir lire cycle (R&D phase, pre-commercial phase).
Endogenisation of the investment cost is inherer~tly more consistent than the usually applied exogenous cost projections. The experiments show that other MARKAL modelling
features like the sensible use of bounds and growth constraints are needed to obtain plansible results. If hot treated with care, behaviour may be observed like:
exponential increase in capacity (starting from scratch to GW’s of capacity in a next
time period),
unlikely Iow costs for learning technologies that are adopted and cost-effective.
The new model is able to evaluate the impact of energy policy instruments through their
(anticipated) effects on technology development. The experiments clearly show that CO~
policy can boost development of renewables. For a more detailed evaluation of the effect
of R,D&D policy measures additional modelling work is needed.
The experinaents also show that the learning MARKAL model is very sensitive to the
following teehnology data input parameters:
¯ progress ratio (pr)
¯ initial investment cost (SC0)
~ initial and maximum cumulative capaeity.
In particular for technologies that currently have high costs and are only marginally applied (and hence have fl~e largest learning potential), changes in these parameters can
have very large consequences. The initial cumulative capacity reflects the start location
of the technology on its learning curve and hence, whether the technology is in the phase
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of fast potential leaming (large decrease with additional capacity) or in more mature
phases. The assumed maximum cumulative capacity determines the ultimately achievable
cost level, but is also one of the determinants for the accuracy of the segmentation (linear
approximation) ofthe cumulative cost curve.
The ratio of the maximum cumulative capacity over the initial cumulative capacity determines the maximum number of doublings (n), and thereby the potential for possible
cost reduction (p~). The maximum cumulative capacity parameter should be set large
enough to prevent undesired, premature saturation effects, but should also reflect a realistic view on the maximum potential of the technology. The resulting lower bound on the
investment cost (i.e. SC0 × p?l) should be checked to make sure it cannot drop to unrealistically low levels.
On the basis of the MARKAL tests reported here, it does not seem possible to declare
any of the learning parameters as being flae ’most important’. However, toost of the uncertainty seems to be associated with a technology progress ratio.
For technologies that currently have high costs and are only marginally applied, the
model teuds to install capacity up to the maximum cumulative capacity, as the technology tends to capitalize to the extent possible on the benefits from becoming cheap
enough through learning. Under certain conditions this behaviour can be an example of
the ’lock-in’ effect. In contrast, if it does hot start its expansion on the short term, the
technology is effectively ’locked-out’ for the longer term.

7.2 Limitations
Although the MARKAL model with endogenous technological learning has definitely an
added value compared to the conventional model, it is good to be aware of limitations
that still exist. The most important limitations are:
¯ Endogenous learning is restricted to investment cost only, other characteristics like
efficiency remain exogenous.
¯ Inter-dependent learning between classes of technologies that have something in
common, e.g. spill-over/cross-over effects between separately modeled technologies,
have hot yet heen dealt with.
¯ The geographical scale of the MARKAL-EUROPE model does hot allow to cover
global developments. A full-scale global MARKAL database is hot available, although the geographical coverage is increasing by the availability of more and more
MARKAL country databases and the possibility to couple these into one regionalized
MARKAL model (in the next so-called RMARKAL 3.1 version). For some technologies such a global scale may not always be necessary (e.g. high-efficiency gas boilers
for residential space hearing in the Netherlands). Others essentially depend on worldwide markets. One possible way to simulate the global scale for these options is to assume multipliers to link e.g. capacity growth in Western Earope with the rest of the
world.
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Insights and limitations
relevance of the additional data needed. Even if good data can be extracted from historical trends, It should be noted that also in conventional energy models with exogenously specified costs, the assumed eosts and ’implicit’ progress ratios play a crucial
role in making technologies cost-effecfive or hot. Hence, the availability of accurate
data is hot only a drawback of the MIP mode|s but inherent to the use of energy system models for scenario studies and technology forecasting studies.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A full-seale MARKAL model with learning is able to generate globally optimal
and consistent solutions eflìeiently
The experiments with a ful[-scale MARKAL model database (for Western Europe) show
that the new MARKAL MIP model with learning is able to generate globally optimal
solutions efficìently. The solution times remain acceptable eompared to those of the
comparable MARKAL LP model without learning. One important aspect of leaming~ the
specific investment cost of an energy technology, can now be calculated endogenously,
which leads to more consistent model ontcomes than with the usual exogenous cost projection.
The effects of energy policy instruments on teehnologieal development can be
evaluated
The new model is suited to evaluate the effect of energy poliey instruments. E.g. the impact of CO2 reduction policy, of demonstration projects and of market stimulation measttres on the technological development can be assessed consistently. For au assessmeut of
the effect of R&D policy instrnments additional modelling work is needed. The results
from another TEEM activity (1.2 Typology ~~ad quantification of technology dynamics)
should be input to this future modelling work.
Re-evaluation of original reference energy system and technology characterisation needed
For an optimal and consistent use of the benefits of including technology leaming, the
original reference energy system (RES) and technology characterisations should be reevaluated. Important RES aspects are: endogenous alignment of technologies, ident’~fication of key technologies with respect to learning (about 20 compared to the 500 technologies in the MARKAL-Europe model), and selection of an appropriate level of technological detail. A broad framework bas been developed to assess whether observed
historical trends can be expected to continue, finally resulting in an assessment of progress ratios to be nsed for future periods in the model.
Results are sensitive to learning parameter input data
Sensitivity cases have shown the decisive impact of assumed learning parameters
(progress ratio, initíal investment cost, and initial and maximum cumulative capacity of a
technology expected to learn endogenously). In particular for technologies that currently
have high costs and are only marginally applied (but which have a large learning potential), the sensitivity of model results to these parameters is very large. These pararneters
require careful fine-tuning. Moreover, a well-targeted use of bounds and growth parameters is needed to prevent clearly unrealistic results.
Limitations require further modelling improvements
Although the new model feature is a clear improvement, limitations remain in the current
model formulation that require additional modelling and technology characterisation
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work. The toost important limitations are: (a) technologies containing the same key technology still learn independently; (b) uncertainties in combination with learning cannot be
raken into account; (c) the geographical scale is limited to Western Europe; (d) quantita.tive relationships between R&D policy and learning data parameters (e.g. progress ratios,
initial cost) are still unknown; and (e) only the specific investment cost lenrns endogenously (hOt other parameters like efficiency, capacity utilization etc.).
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ABBREVIATIONS
Branch and Bound: technique to solve Mixed Integer Programming optimisation models
EC
European Commission
Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (Netherlands Energy Research
ECN
Foundation)
ECOSIM
Private company on studies on Energy Modelling and Policy Analysis (of
IEPE, UK)
EIA
Energy Information Administration (USA)
ESD
Private company on studies on Energy Modelling and Renewables (UK)
ERIS
Energy Research and Investment Strategy, model prototype developed in
the TEEM project
ETSAP
Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme, research partnership of
the IEA/OECD
EU
European Union
FC
Fuel Cell
FCC
Fuel Cell Car
GAMS
General Algebraic Modelling System, language in whieh the MARKAL
model is coded
GENIE
Global Energy systems model with Internalized Experience curves, gloabl
model developed at Chalmers University
ICCS
Institute on Eeonomy, Energy and Environment Modelling of NTUA
IEA
International Energy Agency ofthe OECD
1EPE
lnstitut d’Economy et de Politique de l’Energie (Franee)
IIASA
International Insititute for Applied Systems Analysis (Austria)
KUL
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Catholie University of Leuven, Belgium)
Linear Programming
LP
MARKAL MARket ALLocation (energy systems model), developed and maintained
within ETSAP
Mixed-Complementarity Programming
MCP
MESSAGE Global energy systems model flora IIASA
MIP
Mixed-Integer Programming
NEMS
National Energy Modelling System
Non-Linear Programming
NLP
NTUA
National Technical University of Athens
Organisation for Economie Co-operation and Development
OECD
OSL
Solver for LP and MIP problems, provided with the GAMS software
POLES
Prospective Outlook on Long-term Energy Stategy, global energy model
developed for the EC
PRIMES
EU energy systems model, developed for the EC
PS/
Paul Scherrer Institute
RTD
Research and Technology Development
TCH
Technology
B&B
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ANNEX A GROWTH FACTORS, INVESTMENT
BOUNDS, AND MAXIMUM
CUMULATIVE CAPACITY
[t shoald be noted that a combination of investment or capacity bounds in MARKAL is
often used to model a more realistic penetration of new technologies a.g. following an Scurve type of pattera. Growth parameters can be used to model the first phase of tbc increase in capacity and to prevent an almost unlimited growth in capacity once a technology becomes cost-effective. In addition, investment bounds in the later time periods can
be used to prevent a technology from penetrating unlimitedly or for modellÌng saturation
effects. Of course, these modelling features should be ased carefully
Figure A.1 shows the solar PV potential, expressed as the maximum cumulative capacity
flaat can be achieved until and including 2070 (9 periods). The maxima are based on the
assumed learning parameters and additiónal growth parameters and ínvestments bounds.
As can be seen, the maximum annual growth parameter (gr, 1.2 in this case) deteïmines
the potential in the first three periods (period l-3: 1990-2010). In combination with the
maximum cumulative capacity (ccap_max), the potential is further bounded in the next
two periods (4-5: 2020-2030, shown in the line ’ecap_ini+gr+ecap_max’). This is the
pattern that emerged from the ’CO~ tax, learning’ case (sec Figure 6,3). Adding an oámual
investment bound (ibondup, 40 GW in this case) leads to a linearly íncreasing potential
in the periods 2020-2040 (4-6), Adding again the ccap_max bound, this linear trend is
bend down for the last period.
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FigureA.l Maximum cnmulatire capacityfor solar PV in Westevn Europe depending on
assumed learning parameters and other bounds
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